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am suro the civil servants would be more
satisfied if they had an independent
board controlling the appointments. One
omission, I think, was pointed out by
Mr. Oats. No reference has been
made to the Transcontinental Railway.
I think, until that is an accomplished
fact, it should always be one item in the
Governor's Speech, because it would tend
to keep the question thoroughly alive.
We have no new argument at present to
adduce in favour of that railway. The
old arguments, we think, are quite
sufficient; but if we had, at any rate
every six mouths when. Parliament
opened, or every 12 months when the
sessions begin, a reference to this union
in his Excellency's Speech, it would
bring the matter fresh again before the
House and before the people of the
country. Before I sit down, I should
like to express my regret, and I am sure
the regret of all hon. members, at the
death of the Hon. Edward Keane. His
presence here, and his experience, would
have been very helpful to this House. I
have pleasure in supporting the motion
moved by the Hon. R. D. McKenzie.

On motion by HoN. MW. L. MOSS,
debate adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at eight minutes

past five o'clock, until the next day.
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TaxE SPEAKER took the Chair at
4-30 o'clock, p.m.

RAYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.

By the PREMIR: i, Regulations under
"The Co-operative and Provident Societies
Act, 1903." 2, Proceedings under " The
Trustees Act (Supreme Court Order 52A),
1900." 3, Rottnest Native Prison-Re-
port for 1903. 4, Inspector General of
the Insane-Report for 1908. 5, Land
Titles Department-Report for 1903.

By the MINISTER FOR MINES : 1,
Regulations under "1The Mining Act,
1904." -, Amended Regulations under
"1The Coal Mines Regulations Act, 1902."
3, Regulations under " The Mining
Development Act, 1902."

By the TnsASUnxn: z, Railways work-
ing accounts, in accordance with Section
s4 of "The Government Railways Act,
1904,'" for two quarters ended 31st March
and 30th June, 1904. 2, Reports on
Government Railways for the quarters
ended 31st December, 1903, and 31st
March and 30th June, 1904. 3, COPY Of
alterations to Railway Classification and
Rate Book.

Ordered to lie on the table.

MEMBERS SWORN, ADDITIONAL.

Commission from the Governor, read
by the CLIZnK, authorised the Speaker
to administer the oath to members not
already sworn.

Mr. T. H. Bath (Brown Hill). Mr. 0.
H. Layman (Nelson), took the oath and
subscribed the roll.

SITTING DAYS AND HOURS.
THE PREMIER (Hon. Walter James)

moved:
That the House, unless otherwise ordered,

sihall meet for the despatch of business on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, at S,80
p.m., and shall sit until -6-80 p.m. if necessary,
and if requisite fromu 7580 p.m. onwards.
The days remained the same as for last
session, while the hour of meeting was
changed from 4-30 to 3-30.

MR. 0. J. MORAN (West Perth);
Surety we might have started this session
by sitting four days a week. The time
had come to discontinaue the practice of
meeting in desultory fashion for two or
three datys a week early in the session,
and of rushing everything throiigh at the
end of the session, in the heat of summer,
when members were tired. The serious
business of legislatioDt demanded that we
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should sit four days weekly;- and as we
had now not only the Labour party but
other members who devoted practically
all their time to legislation, we should
make the session as brief as possible in
the cool part of the year, so as not to
keep members unduly long in Perth.
The matter ought to be reconsidered
later, with a view to meeting at 2830 on
four days a week.

Ma. A. E. THOMAS (Dunds. It
was pleasant to find that after three
years the Premier now proposed to meet
at 3,30 instead of 4830; and before the
motion was put one might ask, Would
it not be better to make the hour 2-30 ?
He (Mr. Thomas) spoke, as he bad
spoken in past sessions, on behalf of the
country members. He would not sup-
port., unless it were necessary, the last
speaker's proposal to sit on four days a.
week; for the country members were
entitled to some consideration, travelling
as some did hundreds of miles to attend
to their legislative duties. To city mem-
bers, whether we sat four or five days a
week was of no importance; but to
country menbers. the matter was serious.
He hoped the member for Kanowna (Mr.
Hlastie) or his leader (Mr. Daglish)
would move an amendment similar to
those of past sessions-that the House
meet at 2-30 on Tuesdays, Wednes-
days, and Thursdays. Country members
travelled long distances; and he (Mr.
Thomas) did not intend to sacrifice his
week end.

THEfi PREMIER: Was not 2-30 rather
early, unless members lunched at the
HouseP

Mn. THOMAS: There was every ]pro-
vision for lunching at the House if need
be, and 2-30 was not too early. If too
early for present Mlinisters, it would not
be too early for those who would take
their places before many days. He (Mr.
Thomas) moved as an amendment:-

That the figures "1330 " be struck out, ad
"2-30" inserted in lieu.

MR. W. J. BUJTCHER (0-ascoyne)
seconded the amendment.

Mn. H. DAGLISH (Subiaco) : In
this matter he, and he believed the
Labour party, wore quite in accord with
the views of the member for Dundasj
(Mr. Thomas); but lie .(Mr. Daglish)
had suggested to the Premier that we
meet at 2-30, and had agreed to a reason-

able compromise between that hour and
4-30. As the Premier had met him by
conceding an hour, members in favour of
2-30 mighit reasonably meet the Govern-
melut by carrying the motion and meeting

*at 8-30, at all events for the first few
weeks of the session.
* MR. THOMAS asked leave to with-
draw the amendment.

Amendment by leave withdrawn.
Question lput and paissed.

GOVERNMENT ]BUSINESS,
PRECEDENCE.

Tan PREMIER farther moved.
That on Tuesdays and Thursdays (and also

*on every second Wedniesday) Government
business shall take precedence of all motions
and orders of the day.

This motion proposed to follow the prac-
tiee of last session. Instead of providing
for private members' business half a day
on every Wednesday, a whole Wednes-
day in every fortnight was provided.
Which was the better practice might be

*questionable ; but as the method pro-
posed seemed to work satisfactorily last
session, he moved that it be again

* adopted.
Ma. THOMAS:- Had a compromise been

*arrived at in this matter also?'
THEm PREMIER: Surely the hon.

mewmher. knew it was a usual act of
courtesy to discuss these formal motions
with the leader of the Opposition, and
that the usual course had in this case
been adopted.

Ma. T~ioMAS objected to that.
Question put and passed.

COMMITTEES FOR THE SESSION.

On motions by the PREMIER, sessional
committees were appointed as follow:

1-nINrING COMMITTEE.-Mr. Speaker,
IMr. Bath, and Mr. Harper ; to assist Mr.

I Speaker in all matters which relate to the
iprinting executed by order of the House,
1and for the purpose of selecting and
arrangingC for printin g returns end papers
presented in pursuance of motions made
by members, and all papears laid upon the
table, whether in answer to addresses or
otherwise.

SntANrNcl OJZDRas COMMUTTEE.-Mr.
*Speaker, Mr. Hastie, an~d Mr. Harper;
with leave to sit during any adjournment,
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and with authority to confer upon sub-
jects of mutual concernment with any
committee appointed for similar purposes
by the Legislative Council.

LzRARY COMMIiTTEE. - Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Nanson, and Mr. Nelson; with leave
to sit during any adjournment and durig
the recess, and with authority to act
jointly with the Library Committee of
the Legislative Council.

REFRESHMENT Rooms CoMrxrrv.-
Dir. Speaker, Mr. Diamond, and Mr.
Angrin; with leave to sit during any
adjournment and during the recess, and
with authority to act jointly with the
House Committee of the Legislative
Council,

Tim PREIERnm This amendment on
past practice became necessary in view
of the refreshmnent roomns being common
to both Rouses.

Mn. MORAN:. Was this also an arrange-
ment with the leader of the OppositionP
Without disrespect one might riay that
the two members appointed to assist the
Speaker were not the best that could have
been selected. The last-mentioned was
totally inexperienced; yet this committee
was the most important we could now
appoint, and would have all its work cut
out to hold its own. The fact that the
committee consisted of three teetotallers
augured badly for the quality of mixtures
to be supplied.

Question put and passed.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

SECOND DAY OP' DEBATE.

Resumed from the previous Thursday.
MR. H. DAGLISH (Subiaco): In

addressing this House for the first time
in the prominent position of leader of the
Opposition, I should like to say at the
outset that mny policy in this position
will be that which I pursued as a private
member-as far as possible to deal solely
with principles, and to avoid any unneces-
sary personalities. I am quite aware
that this course may sometimes lead to
such accusations as those of cowardice or
of undue timidity; but at the same time
I amn satisfied that the tone of the
House is benefited by such a practice,
aqd I sincerely hope that we shall,
during this session, find it. possible
largely to adopt a method. likely to con.
duce to smooth working, and. I venture

to say to a salutary eftectiveness Ake in
debate and in legilation. I do not intend.
to set the example of delivering a long
speech on the Address; because I think,
when a session starts so late as this one,
it is highly desirable to consider the
wants of the cjountry, and to refrain from
airnag our eloquence at any great length
on the numerous subjects that such at
debate allows us to touch. I shall,
therefore, be as brief as possible, because
I think that the House should, without
delay, get on with much business which
needs attention; and if there be any
great delay, the Estimates will not be
introduced until nearly one-half of the
financial year has expired.

Mn. MOR.AN: That is nothing new.
MRi. DAGLISH[: No; but it is a. very

bad practice to continue. Time after
time we have had complaints about it
from the other (Government) side of
the House; complaints have arisen
from this side; and I hope that such
complaints wiUl ultimately bear fruit.
Unfortunately, this year threatens to
see us with our Estimates brought
down far later than they .havo ever been
before; and I do not wish to do anything
to make them later thau is necessary. In
regard to the Governor's Speech, I must
congratulate the Premier on the length
to which hie succeeded in extending his
advertisement of the Government, and
must say that the Speech makes up in
size for what it lacks in substance. I
notice that page 2 of the Speech is
almost entirely devoted to an epitaph on
the Government. The Government re-
cognise that no panegyrist can do full
justice to their merits, or can adequately
detail in cold type the work they have
accomplished; and so they have them-
selves undertaken to perform this diffi-
cult and I venture to say this unpleasant
duty. I think, however, that this
"1prospectus " part of the Speech might
well have been. omitted, though at the
same time I do not propose nicely to
analyse it. The practice of introducing
such advertising st~atements in a speech at
the opening of Parliament seems tome one
that should be discouraged; and I regret
that the Premier has chosen to adopt it.
I find we have a .very substantial pro-
gramme of legislation for a. short session.
We have a programme that includes an
amendment of the liquor laws, an amend-
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ment of the Land Act, land taxation
without any definition whether it is to be
on acreage or on value, whether it is to
extend to town lands or apply only to
country lands. We bare a proposal to
re-open the question of our mining laws
and deal with them in a thorough fashion.
We have a proposal to amend the
Aborigines Act, and we have a standing
item on the bill of fare--civil service
reform. I know these works are all very
necessary, and likewise that other pieces
of legislation must receive attention this
session from the Government. One of
these pieces of legislation which is
urgently required, the member for West
Perth (Mr. Moran) has already drawn
attention to; that is the Metropolitan
Water Supply and Sewerage Act. As
membhers are aware, a measure was passed
last year, with a promise that it should
be treated as only a tentative piece of
legislation, to he amended at the outset of
this session. I notice an omission from
the Address in regard to this matter, a,
matter that is calling for immediate
attention, and that I think should have
been placed in the forefront of the Gov-
ernment policy. An amendment of the
electoral law has, likewise been proved to
be necessary by the result of the last
election. We have seen that the facility
for the -use of postal -votes provided in the
Act has -been most grossly abused, abused
not only in one constituency, but possibly
in almost every constituency. We have
seen, likewise, that the Government have
not always been competent to appoint a
suitable man to take the postal votes, and
that some most bitter partisans have been
appointed. We have likewise seen that
employers of labour controlling large
bodies of men have been appointed, and in
some cases have attempted to use their
position for the purpose of fartheriog
their politics. I would invite, for instance,
as an illustration of this -sort of thing,
the attention of the House to the fact
that amongst other gentlemen appointed
to receive votes was Mr. XN. 0. Davies.
Mr. M!. C. Davies is well known, and I
fancy his fitness to be the receiver of
-votes is as well known as that. gentleman
himself.

Taw PREnxrwr: -What is your objec-
tibon? Because he is an employer?

MR,. DAGUISH: Because he is an
employer, and an employer of a tyrannical

character. I happen to know of this one
appointment, wh ich should not have been
made.

ThE Paxsrrsni: Have you heard of the
stationmaster at Grass ValleyP

Ma. .DAGLISH. I have not heard of
the stationmaster at Grass Valley.

Tns PREMIER: It is well -worth
inquiry.

Mr. DAGLISH: The Premier men-
tioned a case of a Government employee.
In my opinion, only Government em-
ployees should be appointed to receive
votes; Government employees in respon-
sible positions who can be dealt with; if
the Governmeont think they take any
improper pant in politics; instead of
irresponsible gentlemen over whom the
Government have no control. I can
imagine no better way of taking these
postal votes than appointing head masters
(if State schools, postmasters, and other
similar officers, in addition to, say, police
officers and resident magistrates; and
then if any impropriety is committed
the Government have power to deal with
the man guilty of it, and to deal with'
him in a thoroughly effective manner,
whereas over the ordinary J.P. the Gov-
ernment have no control whatever. The
utmost they cAn do is to remove him
from the list of justices, or probably from.
the list of those persons authorised to
receive votes. In dealing with this ques-
tion I may mention that in one electorate,
where about. 900 votes were received by
the sucecesseful candidate, th at 900 included
no less than 280 postal votes, and I must
say, and the House will recognise it, that
it would be impossible-

MnI. MORAN : Where was thatP
MR. DAGLISIE: I am not going to

specify the constituency.
Tnwr PREMIER: Southern Cross, I

s-upposo.
MR. DAGLISH: I was going to say

it was impossible for that number of
postal votes to be legitimately given if
the Act were properly administered. As
a matter of fact in some cases gentlemen
appointed to receive votes went around
in company with the canvassers and
assisted in canvassing for votes. From
the remarks of the Premier, I should
imagine he was trying to imply some-
thing of that sort had been done by the
Labour party.

THE PREMIER: I Say it.

Second day.
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Ma. DAGI SU1: The Premier says it.
I am prepared to condemn what is done
by any party, if it be wrong, and am
ready to assist the Premier in endeavour-
ing to prevent the -probability of such a.
thing in the future.

Tun PRExiE: You onlk mentioned
one case.

Man. DAGLISH: I only mentioned
one case. I heard definite particulars in
regard to one case, and I am not prepared
to make statements regarding things of
which I have no information.

MR. FRar WILaoN: Make a&'charge.
MR. DAGLISH: The hon. member

can do that. He must have a full know-
ledge of the subject.

MR. FRANK WILSON. Make a charge.
MR. DAGLiSH: The hon. member

can give me a. suggestion after this
House rises. He knows that at present
I have one piece of business to attend to
which is quite enough to occupy my
attention now. Since the House last
met we have had an alteration in the
personnel of the Ministry, an addition to
the Ministry which I think surprised
members of this House and surprised the
country-shocked the country, "1surprise"
is hardly strong enough-shocked the
country, and undoubtedly largely con-
tributed to the failure of the Government
at the polls at the last election. I refer
to the appointment of the member for
Greenough, the Minister for Works
(Ron. 3. L. Nanson), an appointment
that I was sonfy the Government stooped
to offer him; an appointment that I was
sorry the hon. member for Greenoutgh
stooped to accept.

Tan i PnnnniRR: They both stobped.
Mn. D AG L I S: Yes, they both

stooped : they were both degraded by the
act. The member for Greenough, whose
eloquence and whose ability alII who have
heard him must admire, has, I think,
spoken very strongly on every motion of
want-of-confidence, against the Govern -
merit, and has voted repeatedly against
the Government likewise; in fact on
every opportunity he has been on the
opposite.aide. I do not intend to deal
with that hon. member's previous changes
of front, but I do intend to just ask the
House in passing to bear with mea whileTI
read a short extract from the speech
delivered by the hon. Minister on the
26th of last November, when all the

important work of the last Parliamenthad been concluded, since which time the
Government have had no opportunity of
committing any fresh public offence ;
and this extract I think justifies me in
charging that hon. member withI selling
his political services for the sake of a
portfolio, and justifies me likewise in
charging the Government with being a
willing purchaser. I contend this sort
of thing must destroy political moralityv
and must be injurious to the country. It
must be injurious not only by the evil it
will work for the Government, but it
must injuriously affect the opinion of
those outside the- country of the political
morality which prevails in our midst.
The bon. member said on the 26th
November last on a motion of no-
confidence moved by the then leader of
the Opposition (Mr. Pigott):

If thin motion remains unamended, I shall
find myself in a difficult position; because I
shall have to vote for a declaration that the
Government have forfeited the confidence of
this House and of the country because of faulty
administration. Now I do not say that; bat
I do say that the Government have forfeited
the confidence of the House and the country
by their attitude in regard to the great
question of constitutionaL reform-the ques-
tion upon which this House some two and a
half years ago received its mandate from the
people. There can be no question that when
the last general election was fought, the
members at present on the Treasury bench
wvere in a special degree representative of those
who urged and advocated with all the force at
their command that we should haveca thorough-
going measure of redistribution, It was never
imagined at present we could hope for redis-
tribution purely on a population basis, but it
was hoped that we should go farther than we
have gone in this matter; and the Govern-
ment, had they been true to the principles
they held at the last general election-the
Minister for Lands hsd he been true to the
principles he enunciated so recently as in the
last session of Parliament-wouwld have brought
in a Redistribntion BiUl very different from
that which was recently sent to another place.
I know the kind of argument used against
bringing in s more drastic measure. I knew
it was said that such a measure would have
no chance of passing this year, that it would
have been incontinently thrown out, and that
we should have had no Redistribution Bill at
all. Bant that argument is sophistical; because
if the Government believe in a thorough-going
measure of redistribution, it is their duty not
to he frightened by what may happen in
another place, but as other Governments have
done in other countries, to stake~ their political
existence on the question of redistribution, and
to go to the country tather than yield to any
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demands which the Legislative Council may
make, If the Government really possessed the
conviction of those of us who attacked them on
this question of constitutional reform from
these Opposition cross-benches, the Govern-
ment would not have hesitated to maintain a,
firm stand over that Bill , andi no matter what
might have happened, if in another place
tha Bill had been rejected, then the
course of the Government would have been
clear. It would have been their duty to ask
the Governor to grant them a dissolution, so
that they might have an opportunity of appeal-
ing to the country, to ascertain whether the
country was not determined that the mandate
given to Pa~rliament at the previous election
should be obeyed. But it must be apparent
to all that the present Government have no
hankering after a fight of that sort; and when
it was seen that such was the state of the case,
the conservative elements on the direct Oppo-
sition benches wvere only too pleased to help
the Government, and to give them an oppor-
tunity of holding back the cause of reform for
probably another three years at least, if not
for an even longer period. It is for this reason,
because I utterly disapprove of the policy of
the Government, while recognising their comn-
parative success in the routine work of adminis-
tration into which questions of policy do not
enter, or seldom enter to any great degree-it
is because 1 disapprove of the policy of the
Government that I shall move the amendment
to which I have referred, to strike out of the
motion the words "1by its faulty admninistra-
tion." The motion will then read, "That the
Government have forfeited the confidence ef
this House and the country."

There has been since that time no change
in the policy of the Government.

THE MINSTER FOR WORKS (Hon. 3.
L. Nanson): How did you vote on that
motionP

MR. DAGLISH: I did not 'vote at all
Cu it. There has been no change in the
policy of the Government since that
motion was put forward, no change
since that able speech was wiade. There
is no mention of this constitutional re-
form for which the member for Greenough
was so anxious in November last in thea
policy of the Government, and apparently
the bon. member has been rocked to sleep,
as far as constitutional reform is con-
cerned, on the soft couch prepared for
him by the Government. Dealing with
another aspect of this question, the mem-
ber for Greenough was good enough lost
session to give the House his opinion of
the Minister for Lands (Ron. J. At. Hop-
kins), a gentleman who had opposed the
Government previously on one question
only, as far as may memory serves me.
[MR. MORAN: The same question.] Yes,

the same question-and accepted a port-
folio.

THE MINISTER FOR. LANDB: Do you
say I was in opposition to the Govern-
ment ?

MR. DAGLISH:; On tha~t question.
Tag MINISTER FR LANDS: Precisely.
MR. DAGLISH: The hon. member

for Greenough said with regard to this
matter;

Undoubtedly any member who was honest
in. this House, who was true to the political
convictions he held, must appear to act in an
acrobatic way when the Government was itself
acting in that manner. When he (Mr. Naneon)
went over from the Government side of the
House to the Opposition side of the House, he
only found out a little earlier than most
members in this Chamber what the liberal
professions of the Government were worth.
lBe knew in the first session of this Parliament
what the democratic sentiments of members
forming the Government were worth. He
very soon found it out. It was part of his
business perhaps, as a journalist, to weigh and
examine carefully the words and actions of
public men, and he knew very well that sooner
or later their liberalism would be exposed as
the sham, delusion, and snare it was. Again,
he had been twitted becaqee for a time in this
House he led the Opposition. There had never
been the slightest doubt, either in the House
or the country, as to the terms on which he led
the Opposition last session, because it was
stated clearly, when he delivered his speech as
leader of the Opposition in the Queen's Hall,
that if he did not find himself in accord with
the party he was then leading, if he found his
views were not in harmony with their own,
then he would take the opportunity of resign-
ing the position he held, ad going back to his
old position as a private and unofficial member.
Members of the House knew that, whatever
might be his Faults, whatever might be lhis
errors of judgment, whatever intemperance of
language he might at times have been betrayed
into, as soon as be found it was absolutely
hopeless for the direct Opposition and himself
to come together on what he considered to be
the basic principles of liberalismw, on what were
to him political principles he held most strongly
und most dearly, and which noconsideration, not
evena the offer of a portfolio, would induc-e him
to surrender,' as the member for Boulder was
induced to surrender his-
That was repudiated by the Minister for
Lands.

THE MINISTER FoR LANDS: That is
right.

MRt. DAGLTSH: The lion, member
went on-

That explained the hon. gentleman's fierce
indignation. and the falsehoods in which he

inugdto-night. His conscience was whip
ping him, was scourging him. He was fee-
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lug the whip not of his (Mr. Nanson's) words,
but of his own conscience. That explained
the fierce indignation and the falsity in which
he had indulged. His conscience was whip-
ping him. He knew that again and again
during the course of the debate on this Bill,
he had been challenged to justify his poition,
and to show why last session he had come
before the Chamber and told us that the Bill
was a thing of shreds Pad patches or a rag of
aBill, as he termed it, and why this session,

baring in the meantime accepted a portfolio
with all the emoluments of office, be had gone
back dn his old prinipleu. One did not desire
to be uncharitable. Nor was, one actuated by
the belief that the member for Boulder would
sink all his principles to get on the Treasury
bench. The hon. member was writhing under
the challenge to justify his position. Instead
of doing so hie came into the House and read
extracts from n~wspapers. extracts from his
(Mr. Nanson's) speeches; all attempts to cover
his own retreat, his own apostacy, his own
infamy-simply abuse of the other side.

The hon. member who says this in regard
to the Minister for Lands, now sits cheek
by jowl with bimu; a member of the samne
Government, fathering the same legis-
lation that he himself opposed a sesision
ago, and I presume prepared not only to
justify the Minister for Lands and his
notion of. a year ago, hut prepared to
justify the Minister for Works and his
action-far more difficiilt of justification
than that of his colleague. I do not pro-
pose to go farther into this somewhat
personal question. I allude to it because
I think we should a1 all times in this
House raise our voice in favour of
political purity; and it is necessary,
when an appointment of this scandalons
nature is made by any Government, and
acquiesced in by the person who -receives
it, to speak in no uncertain terms of the
disgracef ul job in which both parties are
shamed. In regard to the Government,
while they have presented us with a, very
lengthy Speech from the Governor, there
is a great number of matters which are
not touched in that Speech that 'might
well have been introduced. The reorgan-
isation. of the Civil Service is again pro-
mised. It bas been promnised us for, the
last three years, but we hare had no
attempt whatever made in that direction.
We have, it is true, had the appointment
of an expensive and 'incompetent Civil
Service Commission, a, commission whiich
I felt compelled to urge this Rouse,
when it had done hut a small portion
of its work, to disband; a commis-

sion which the Government insisted ori
retaining, although it had cost the
Government and the country a eon.
siderable sum of money, The mosi
noteworthy work it did was to recom.~
mend an increase of a substantial sum
in the salary of the chairman of the com-
mission ; and v)t recommend the abolition
of the office of a professional rival of his
attached to a somewhat similar depart.
meut. At the present time the Civil
Service is more unsatisfactory, more dis-.
organised, than it was three years ago;
and yet we bare the sa-me old promise,
and probably we may expect from the
Govern ment the same neglect of per.
fornnance. We had another promise from
the Government at the very outset of
their existence, and that was that we
should have a reduction in the cost of
administration, that we should have no
unnecessary offices and no new appoint-
ments; but we find that administration
is more costly at the present time, in
altuost every department, than it was
three years ago.

A Mtrnsrsn: That is not so.
Tns PAEMIER: Which are the de-

partments P
Muz. DAGLISH: I can -show which

they are..
Tnic PREMIER: You are waking a

statement; prove it.
Ma. DAGLISU : I am prepared to

prove it. ; but the Premier knows it is
iimpossible to deal in detail with a state-
ment like that unless one has at his
finger's ends the necessary figures.

Tniis Pnuarxn: You should not teake
a charge like that unless you are pre-
pared to prove it. I challenge the state-
ment.

MR. DAGUISH: I will take an oppor-
tunity of proving it before many days are
past. It is impossible for me to burden
a speech on the Address-in-reply like
this with a. lot of lengthy figures. I
prefer not to do it. I have not the time
and the country has not the time to wait
for this detail. Anuother matter which
haws been wilfully neglected by the
Government is that of public health. The
public health hits had 'no consideration
whatever at the hands of the Government.
At the early part of last Parliament
attention was drawn in the House to the
unsatisfactory nature of the constitution
of the Public Health Board, and attention
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was likewise drawn to the unsatisfactory
neglect that had been evinced by the
board. The only attention the Govern-
menit have given to the Central Board of
Health is to draw away its president from
his proper duties, and to appoint him on
every commission on which there was any
chance of his serving; and the conse-
quence is that the duties in regard to
public health have been entirely neglected.
We have a good illustration of this in the
recent revelations wade in regard to health
matters in Perth, revelations that should
have been known to the Board of Health
far years, hut the board is so constituted
that it is not an independent body, or is
so constituted that certain members of
the board draw their revenue from the
patronage of large property-holders, and
that makes it somewhat difficult for the
board to interfere effectually. I contend
that the neglect on the part of the Board
of Health in regard to Perth has been
sca ndalous. The Central Board had
power to compel tbe Local Board of Health
to perform its duties if these were ne-
glected; but instead of using these powers,
the condition of affairs as disclosed during
the last month had been reported pre-
viously to the Central Board not once but
often, and no action whatever had been
taken. I do not know that any action
would have been taken at all in regard
to the scandalous condition of affairs in
Perth if the Local Board had not suc-
ceeded in getting hold of a man who is
fearless in carrying out his duties of in-
spection, the City Council courageously
hacking him up.

THE PREMIER: You know quite well
that the City Council moved at the in-
stance of the Central Board of Health.

Mug. DAGtISH: I am not aware of
that.

THE PREMzIsR: It is a fact.
MR. DAGLjISH: I am aware that had

the Central Board moved years ago, at
the earliest stage of its existence, these
revelations of negligence would not now
he made.

THE Paunna:t If you knew it 12
months ago, why not bring it under the
notice of the Central Board or of Parlia-
ment?

MR. DAGLISH:. There was very little
opportunity to do so, for I could not get
information of this sort, as I had -not
experienced officers going round inspect-

ig the city on my account. The Premier
knows I did my share and every member
of the party on this aide of the House did
his share; and it is absurd for the
Premier to attempt now to turn off the
responsibility from the Government in
this matter, or try to throw slurs on
members sitting on this (Labour) side of
the House. The Premier knows that the
same negligence in regard to public
health has been shown at Fremantle, and
he knows that no proper attempt has
been made by the Central Board of
Health to remedy the state of affairs in
regard to the outbreaks of plague at
Fremantle.

THE MiNISTER Pon Wonusa (Hon. J.
L. Nanson): In your own municipality
you tried to block the Central Board of
Health in its action in regard to the con-
dition of dairies. I remember it well.

MR. DAGLISH: The hon, member is
entirely wrong in his statement. The
action of any municipal council has
nothing to do with the consideration of
the Address-in-reply, nor has it any
bearing on the remarks I am waking.

THx MINISTER FOR. WORKS: Your
municipal council of Subiaco took strong
exception to the action of the Central
Board when it attempted to improve the
condition of dairies in that municipal
aea.

MR. DAGLISH: I am quite aware
that exception has been taken to undue
demands made by the Central Board of
Health in regard to the condition of
dairies. Probably exception also has
been taken to some reasonable demands
with regard to the condition of 'dairies.
The fault on the part of any municipal
body does not justify neglect by the
Central Board of Health or neglect by the
Government.

THE MINISTER PoR Woxus: All the
action possible was taken by the Central
Board of Health in regard to your
municipality of Subiaco, your model
municipality.

Mn. DAGLISH: If the hon. member
can scent any corruption out there, I will
be happy to have it attended to. That
does not get away from the fact that we
have at present a board controlling the
public health that has been proved in-
competent; and it is the duty of the
board. if, as the member for Greenough
(Hon, J. L. Nanson) implies, any munt-
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cipality is not in a thoroughly health yposition, to see that the municipal
authority attends to itsafiroift
fail to do so the Centau or a
power to step in and do thenesar
work; it baa power by Supreme Court
proceedings to compel the Local Board of
Health to carry out the behests of the
Central Board. The local bodies are oin-
suitable for carrying out these duties,
and that fact has been brought under
the notice of the Government time after
time. Turning from this question, I
would remind the House that last session
a proposal was introduced to Parliamenit
that timber leases should be allowed to
extend over a bigger area than 76,000
acres held by one company. That pro-
posali was defeated; but during the dis-
cussion of it we were informed that the

corpration known as the Timber Com-
bine already practically holds a very
large number of leases, four or five hun-
dred thousand. acres in all, and it was
brought under the notice of the Premier
and of Parliament that if Parliament did
not choose to amend the law in regard to
the area of timber leases for enabling that
combine to hold these large areas, the
combine intended to hold them in an
illegal way. It is pretty well known to
the man in the street that this combine is
in existence, and is holding these large
areas; and we know that no effort has
been made to ascertain whether the com-
bine is holding them by evasion of law or
in defiance of law. However, the Act is
being evaded by open defiance, or by
some evasion with which the Government
have not been able to deal. I contend
that this combine, which is doing injury
not only to the small millowners, but

inuyto the whole timber industry,
s hulbave been grappled with by the

Government, and no doubt it would have
been had not the combine a certain
amount of Parliamentary and Press in-
fluence behind it. I would also draw
attention to the failure of the Govern-
ment to enforce certain provisions of the
Truck Act against this combine, and
against other large timber companies.

THE MINISTER PoE LANqDS (Hon. J.
MW. Hopkins): What mills does that refer
toP

MR. DAGLISH: I am not prepared
to give details; but the members who
speak later on will be ready to furnish

any details Ministers may wish; and there
wil not be any trouble in giving full

information to the Minister for Lands, if
such be required. Then with regard to
the local registration of mining companies,
a similar neglect to enforce the law, or
to amend it if amendment were needed,
has marked the career of the Government.
Again, as to the recent case just pass-
ingly alluded to in the last Parliament-
the Hicks v. Gregory libel suit-the
Government have, in my opinion, done a
wrong to the country b 'y agreeing to pay
the costs of that suit and the damages
also. Personally I have every sympathy
with the Minister for Mines. I am fully
convinced that he acted in a manner he
thought right; but at the same time I
contend that a Minister should be put on

exactly the same footing as a, private
member of Parliament, or as a private
citizen. If he chooses by a breach of the
law of libel to subject himself to an action
for damages, then I contend that he
ought to be allowed to bear the conse
quences, be these what they may. If a
member on this (Opposition) side of the
House had chosen in what he thought
was the fulfilment of his duty as a
member of Parliament to criticise any
public official or ex-public official, is it
likely that the Governiment would be
asked topay the piper, or that if asked
they would entertain the proposal and
defray the cost of that injudicious speechr
I conitend that the Minister for Mines
should be put on exactly the same foot-
ing; and that, if he chooses to make
injudicious speeches in public, or to make
injudicious remarks for publication in the
Press, he must bear the brunt of his Own]
actions. If those utterances or interviews
were in fulfilment of a Ministerial dluty,
then the Minister must be protected; butl
it is not the duty of a Minister or of any
member of this House to make an official
statement anywhere but in this Housel
and in this House the Minister or the
private member is fully protected.

THE MINISTER FOR WORS: Are Min-
isters never to speak during recessF

MR. DAGLISH: As to any question
that arises during recess, Ministers are
well aware that they cannot be effectively
attacked until Parliament meets; and
when Parliament meets there is full
opportunity afforded them of making to
the House any Statement they please.
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THE MINISTER FOR Wonra: Are they
o) remain silent while the House is in
,ecessP

MR. DAG[JSH: The Minister who is
neapable of speaking without libelling
nust remain silent. The Minister who
hooses to make a statement which is
Iarmless can safely do so, and conse-
luenees like those we are discussing will
iot arise out of it; but I contend that if
6Minister, by making a, statement like

.bat referred to lays himself open to an

.etion for libel, he must bear the full
inancial responsibility; and if a news-
)aper publishes the libel, that paper
ikewise mast bear the same responsibility
a it would if it published the utterances

'f any person whomsoever, whether a
)ublic person or a private person.

MR. MORNn: This is a revelation to me,
fter the stand the Labour party took
sat session by defending the Minister
or Mines.

LABOUR MEMBERS: They did not.
MR. DAGLISH: The Labour party

aerely voted against the adjournment of
he House.

MR. MORAN: They spoke in defence of
he Minister's action.

MR. D AGLISH: The hon. member is
iroug.

MR. MORAN: I am not, I assure you.
THE MINISTER FOR WORS: Should

he Minister have waited till Parliament
ras in session ?

ME. DAGLISH: The Minister should
iske any announcement to the public
brough Parliament. On an occasion like
his when he makes an attack on an
ificial, that attack should be made in
'arliament. That undoubtedly is owed
o Parliament as a matter of courtesy;
nd this is the place where a Minister is
Squired to justify his public acts. But
he Minister for Works will later on have
u oportunity of justifying the action of
he Government.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: Iwished
3know whether the Minister should

ave waited tilt Parliament met.
MR. DAGLISH: The Minister ought

ot to be supported by this House, and
tthe cost of the taxpayer, in making any

tatements that are held by a jury to be
bellous. That is the crux of the whole
osition. The public funds are misapplied
'hen they are used to support a Minister

who makes libellous statements through
the Press.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: That is
not an answer to my question.

MR. DAGLISH: The hon. member
knows well that it is not part of my duty
to answer questions on which he will have
an opportunity of expatiating a little later.
I am not here to be cross-examined and
heckled by him. He himself has already
enough to answer; and if he succeeds in
answering it during the course of this
Parliament he will have performed a
prodigous feat. Another matter on which
the Government have not shown to
advantage is that of assistance to local
industries. We have had an example of
the Works Department sending out work
from this State to Austria in order to
save a few pounds of the taxpayers'
money.

THE PREIER: What case was that?
MR. DAGLISH: The Minister for

Railways knows the case I allude to-
that of pipes required for the reticulation
of Kanowna, I think. In order to save a
proportion of the cost -

THE PiEi: You Maid "a few
pounds."

MR. DAGLISH: To save a proportion
of the expense, the Govermn cose to
send an order to Austria for the construc-
tion. of those pipes, after first of all
encouraging the establishment of a local

pipemaking industry. My contention is
tat the Government should have had

the work done in this State.
TnE MINISTER FOR WORKS: What

was the saving effected?
MR. DAGLISH: About 20 per cent.,

I think.
THE MINISTER FOR WORS: More

than that.
ME. DAGLISH: The pipes could have

been made here. If not, they could have
been made in Australia, and if not in
Australia, within the Empire. Last
session the Governor's Speech advocated
the closer union of the Empire and pre-
ferential trade, and contained much high
falutin' on those great subjects. Yet in
order to save a certain proportion of the
cost of those pipes, the Government carry
out their intention by sending the order
not to the old country, but to a foreign
country, so that the work may be done
by the cheap labour of some of our foreign
competitors.
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THE PREMIER: Why do you wear a
French necktieP

Mb. DAGLISH: If the Premier wishes
to discuss matters of dress, I think he
ought to choose a more fitting occasion.

THE PRExIER: You do not preach
what you practise.

MR. DAGLISH: Ithe Premier will
undertake to make me a West Australian
necktie, I shall be happy to wear it, what-
ever the price. Another matter in which
the Government have failed is that of the
Audit Act. Mr. Courtney, in my opinion,
deserves much credit for discoveliug tho
blot in that Act; a blot which Ilam quite
sure was inad vertent as far as the Gov-
ermnent are concerned; a blot made in
an attempt to rush a groat quantity of
legislation without consideration through
Parliament.

THE PREMIER: The Act was passed
ithe early part of the session.
MR. DAGLISH: Yes, and I think at

one sitting; at all events in a very short
time. There was no discussion; only a
short speech by the then Treasurer (Mr.
Gardiner);j and after that short speh
the House passed the measure in silence.
There was no discussion at any length.

THE PnrnniE: Not on the second
reading ?

MR. DAGfLSH: There was no dis-
cussion on the introduction in either
House. Of course members were well
aware that this was merely a formal
measure required to make our audit
system more efficient ; and they were quite
willing to accept the statements of
Ministers, knowing, too, that we had a
Chamber of revision, a Chamber which
always prevented the carrying of any
hasty legislation-knowing that every
measure sent up from here was carefully
considered there, clause by clause and
line by line. Unfortunately, this is one
of the few measures that escaped any
prolonged consideration at the hands of
the Legislative Council;j for in that
House the same blot passed unnoticed.
Then I understand, in pursuance of his
duties, the Attorney General gave a
certificate that the Bill was in accordance
with our Constitution Act. Now all I
allege regarding this matter is that inad-
vertently the Government made a mis-
take, and got Parliament to carry a
provision which the Government had no
desire to put in operation, and did not

really intend to embody in the Bill. A
a fact, the then Treasurer, speaking oi
this very clause, made certain remark:
which clearly implied that he did no
intend the clause to have the effect whie]
it undoubtedly would have had if opera
tive. At the same time, I mention th
matter to commend the action of Mi
Courtney in drawing the attention of t
Government to the point.

THE PREmIER: What is the politics
colour of Mr. Courtney?

MR. DAGIJISH: The question of th
political colour of Mr. Courtney or of an
other gentleman has nothing to do wit
his actions. I have commended th
Premier himself when he has done a gooi
action, and I am quite prepared to do a
again. I am only regretting that Ii
gives me no opportunity. I have now t
touch on the events immediately preced in1
the last general election; and I am gla'
to admit that the Premier ultiniatel
displayed a renewal of energy. After
long quiescence he came out as a fighte:
He began, some mouths before the filet
tion, by making that celebrated an'
historic speech at Bunbury, in which ih
declared war against the Labour party-
against the party who had given him an'
his measures undoubted support, th
party to whom he owed his politiet
existence as a Premier, the party wh
have since given considerable supportt
his measures, and who helped on two c
three occasions to keep his Government
power. Following up that Bunbur
speech, and the attitude of the Labou
party at the time of the Redistribution c
Seats Bill, the Premier has shown fror
time to time a pronounced hostilif
towards the Labour party -a hostilit
which culminated in a very strong attnt
made on the Labour party in the Queen
Hall, when delivering his policy speel
an attack whic;h was foreign to the polik
speech-[TRFE PREmiER: I do not thin
so]-an attack in which he made a nun
ber of assertions regarding the Laboi,
party that have been so effeetivel
answered at the polls that we have no
in that party the strongest body withi
the walls of this House. It is therefoi
unnecessary, as the answer has been give
so satisfacztorily by the country, for ai
to give that answer now.

THE PREMIER:; Does not that argi
ment apply equally to the re-election
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the Minister for Works (Hon. 3. L.
Nanson) ?

MR. DAGLISH: He was re-elected by
a split vote.

THE PREMIER: The re-election of all
the Ministers whom you are attacking
was not by split votes.

MR. DAGLISH: Your Ministers were
all re-elected, and Ministers are almost
invariably re-elected. Some of your
Ministers were re-elected by remarkably

smal majorties; and in some instances
I believe pstal votes played a very im-
portant part in their re-election.

THE: PREMIER: What a shame to have
postal votes for Ministers. They should
be available for Labour members only.

Mn. DAGLISH: In this celebrated
Queen's Hall speech the Premier, who
had been living with liberalism, made a
lirect appeal to the conservatism and the
reactionaries of this community for sup-
port, and he got it at the last election.
He submitted, it is true, a liberal policy;
but while calling himself "1progressive,"
while taking in effect the Labour plat-
Form to stand on, he attacked the party
that promulgated that platform, and
.hose to appeal for support to those who
were entirely opposed to his policy; and
[he issue has been that the Government
ire returned with about two supporters,
Lnd a number of gentlemen who have
promised to give them a discriminating
iupport, who have promised to support
Uhem when they think it right, and have
Lmdertflken to oppose them on almost
avery question that appears in the
aovernment policy. The hon. members
Wo South Fr-emantle (Mr. Diamond) and
'arming (iA~r. Gordon) are about the only
two direct supporters of the Government
in this House at the present time.
Almost every member sitting on the
aovernmeut cross-benches has spoken as

;trongly and as earnestly against the
proposals of the Government as against
1e proposals and policy of the Labour
party. It is not that they love the
3overnment more but because they love
the Labour party less, that they are
willing to give this discriminating sup-
port to the Government when it pleases
hein. If there were a possibility of
letting a more Conservative Government,
mny of those gentleman sitting on the
orner would be anxious to transfer

;heir support from this Government

to the more Conservative organisation.
The Government, in the speech the
Premier made in the Queen's Hall, made
a direct appeal to the eountry to
reject the Labour members and support
the Ministerialists as aginst Labour
members; but they Me a second
request to the country, and that was that
the country should put an end to the old

IOpposition party, or to what is now
termed, by the newspapers and the
Government, the Independent party.
Now, the result has been that both the
parties the Government have appealed
against have been returned with no
diminished strength. The only party that
is absolutely weak in this House is the
Government party which, I say, consists
of about five Ministers and two suppor-
ters, and a number of gentlemen sitting
in the corner who will support the
Government when necessary in order to
prevent the defeat of the Ministry. As a
matter of fact, if the Government propose
seriously to attempt to carry out the
policy promulgated in the Queen's Hall,
they can only do it by the aid of the
members sitting on the Opposition side
of the House; and if the Government are
sincere in their policy, they must beat
their supporters with the aid of their op-
ponents in carrying out these measures.
There is hardly at measure in the Govern-
ment platform that must not be opposed
by the discriminating supporters sitting
ou the Government cross-benches.

THE PREMIER: A bad lookout for
you.

MRi. DAGLIS H: After this grand ap-
peal by the Premier, repeated time after
time from various other platforms, we
find that the result is an enormous victory
for the Labour party, and an enormous
defeat for the Government party. The
figures as analysed by me show me that
altogether, of the 66,000 votes recorded
at the last election, 24,386 votes went for
Government candidates, 28,633 forLabour
candidates, and 18,070 for Independents.

THE PREMIER: How many votes were
recordedP

MR. DAGLISH; As the Premier is so
anxious for precise details, there were
66,089 votes recorded. The Government
got 24,386, the Labour party 28,638, and
thc so-called Independents (I simply use
the term applied to them by the Premier
and the Press) got 13,070.
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THE PREMIER : Therefore 22 Labour
men were returned by 4,000 votes more
than the 18 members returned here.

MR. J)AGLISH: The Premier is
rather anticipating. Those are the figures
of the votes recorded; but those votes
did not return 22 Labour men. Five of
them were returned previously. At
present I am dealing onlyv with votes
recorded. I shall give the unopposed
returns in a minute. The Government
got 24,386 votes against 41,703 votes
recorded against them ; becanse every
vote recorded for an Oppositionist, now
called Independent, was as much a vote
against the Government as was av vote
recorded in favour of a Labour candi-
date.

THE PREMIER : I shall use the figures
the other way when I speak.

MR. DAGLISH: The votes for the
member for Sussex (Mr. F. Wilson) were
votes against the Government, as the
member for Sussex was one of those
Independents that the Premier was
entreating the country to reject.

MR. F. WILSON:t Is that so?
MR. DAGLISH: Yes ; certainly. He

was contesting a seat with a gentleman
who was pledged to the Ministerial pro-
granmme and ran as a direct supporter of
the Government. This instance in Sussex
is just parallel with the instance of the
member for Nelson (Mr. Layman), who
was returned by the defeat of the Minis-
ternal candidate as well as the Labour
candidate. All these independent votes
have to be regarded as being recorded
ag'aint the Government. Th Premier
appealed to the country not to return
these Independents, but to return in
preference Labour members. I made no
appeal in regard to the return of Inde-
pendents. I was Merely fighting my own
battle; and I had a big enough battle to
fight. I have quoted the figures with
regard to contested elections ; but 10
members of the House were returned
unopposed; and as the Premier is so
anxious to get figures and secure demo-
cratic representation, I have no doubt he
will find these figures very interesting.
Brown Hill returned unopposed a Labour
member with 3,974 votes.

THE PREMIER: Votes, or names on the
roll ?

MR. DAGLISH: Votes.
THE PREMIER: Names on the roll.

MR. DAGfLSH: Of course, if th
Government have sent out rolls of whici
we are to take no notice, I do not knov
to what source I can go for figures.I
am prepared to judge the Governmen
by their rolls and by their electora
administration. If the Premier con
demos that administration, then he con
demns himself. We have Brown Hil
3,974 voters.

THE PREMIER: I challenge the state
ment. There is not that number o:
voters.

ME. DAGLISH: If the Premier will
furnish me with any correct figures tha;
he will guarantee, I am quite willing U4
make him a present of these and to usi
his. I am quite prepared to use anj
figures be will give me, because, if thosi
I give are incorrect, the correct ones wil
be wore emphatic in connection with thi
case I intend to make.

THE PREMIER: The hon. membei
knows they are wrong.

MR. DAGLIEJI: I know most of thu
rolls are wrong, and that the Govern.
ment have made no serious attempt t(
get thenm right until during the last fej'
days. Since the elections have taker
place the Government have taken stept
to get the rolls perfect.

THE PREMIER: It Was a, good job foi
the hon. member's party.

ME. DAGLISH: The Governmenl
have taken no steps except to do pro
cisely what should have been and what
could have been done before the electioni
took place: but I want to get through
Brown Hill if the Premier will allow ue
In Brown Hill the Labour membe,
represents 3,974 votes on the roll. In
Gascoyne an Independent or Opposition
candidate represents 563 votes; in Ka,
nowna a. Labour member represents 3,71C2
votes; in Katanning an Oppositionist
represents 1,228 votes; in Mt. Leonora a
Labour candidate represents 5,898 votes;
in Mt. Margaret a Labour candidate
represents 4,811 votes; in Murchison a
Labour candidate represents 2,814; in
Roebourne, the roll of which I trust is
correct, the sitting member represents
691 electors. I do not know whether
Borne of these are dead or removed
since the roll was compiled. I should
like to have called out larger figures;
but the bon. member is on the Govern-
ment side, and probably if it were a
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bigger roll he would not be them. In
Toodyay a Government supporter repre-
sents 1,200 votes; and in York a Govern-
ment supporter represents 1,142 votes.
The position is that of all these un-
opposed members there are three on the
Government side representing 3,03 votes,
five on this side representing 20,707
votes, and two Independents representing
1, 791 votes. Adding the figures recorded
at the poll to these figures, we find that
the grand total of votes recorded for the
Government is 27,419, the grand total
for the Labour party 49,345, and the
grand total for the Independents 14,861.
There were, therefore, 64,206 votes re-
corded against the Government, and
27,419 for the Government, being a
majority of 36,787 against the Govern-
ment. I have gone to the trouble of
getting out the figures with regard to the
Labour party, because I do not want it
to appear that the Labour party have all
this majority behind them as against the
Government. The votes for the Labour
party were 49,345, and the vtsaat
the Labour party (here I am culing
the Government with the Opposition or
Independents) were 42,280, showing a
majority for the Labour party of 7,065
votes. Now, I have gone through these
figures very carefully, not for the purpose
of making a case, but for the purpose of
findiogthe facts and bringing them to the
House; and if the Premier by any farther
remarks on the subject can showv me my
figures are wrong, he cannot show that
they are not correctly put forward. The
Premier may argue against some of my
conclusions, but he cannot question any
of my figures, which I will be very happy
to hand to him for dissection.

THE PREMIER: I have got thorn
all.

ME. DAGLISH: The Premier then
admits they are correct. I do not know
how he could have got them all if they are
not correct. The Premier is anxious to
make out a, case for the Government; I am
only anxious to display the facts. That
brings me to the attitude of the Labour
party. I stated, immediately after my
election as leader of the party, that the
Labour party intended to sit in direct
Opposition, but were not anxious to make

ablackguard rush for the Treasury
bench.

THn PRMIER: They always say that.

MR. DAGLISH: The Premier used
almost those very words, and said that I
was talking almost as all Oppositionists
did talk. By the manner in which he
prepared the Speech for the opening of
Parliament, and the Address we are asked
to adopt, by inserting the unusual clause
embodied mn that Reply, that is an ex-
pression of confidence in the Government,
the Premier has shown a disbelief in his
own statement. want to say that had the
Premier done what I think he should have
dlone, met the House and gone on with
the business of the country, we should
have been happy to assist him to carry on
the business of the country.

The PREMIER: I know that.
MR. DAGLISH: We would have

gladly helped him against the disaffected
- so-called discriminating - supporters
of the Government. We should have
gladly helped him to dish his party every
time he was willing to introduce his pro-
gressive legislation. The Premier should
either have come down and carried on in
the ordinary way, until challenged by
some party in the House, or he should
have resigned and refused to meet the
House at all. He should have taken one
of these two courses. In either case he
would have saved important time; he
would have saved a long discussion which
is likely to follow on this Address.

THE MnISTii Fos, WORKS (Mr.
Nanson): He would have saved your
committing yourself.

Ma. DAGLISH: I am not afraid of
committing myself. The hon. member
has been committed half a dozen times
already. As the Premier has chosen to
introduce this new proposal, this new
clause in the Address-in-reply, to the
effect that this Government retains the
confidence of the House, f intend to
move an amendment to this effect:

That in the AdAdress-in-reply to His Excel-
loney's Speech, all the words after the word
' Parliament " in the third line be omitted.
The object of that is to have the
Address-in-reply couched in the ordinary
terms, without an expression of confi-
dence or want of confidence in the G3ov-
erment. This will affordl the Govern-
ment a chance of carrying on in the
usual fashion. I am proposing to undo
what the Government are trying to do,
creating a bad precedent by endeavouring
to introduce debatable matter into the
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Address-in-reply. The strongest argu-
ment used against the Labour party is
that it is alleged we are anxious to
exercise power without responsibility. I
have already said we have no desire what-
ever for the sweets of office. We have
no desire to eject the Government or to
get in the position of the Government
ourselves, but the Government have
evicted themselves. The country has
uttered in no unmistakable sound its
decision, a decision given against the
Government which shows that the Gov-
ernment bare been weighed in the
balance and found wanting. We are
therefore prepared, if need be, to act, in
the public interests, the part of public
executioners of the Government. The
Premier has striven to sow seeds of dis-
union amongst members sitting round me
by referring to the fact that certain
members of the original Labour party sat
on one side of the House aud certain other
members sat on the other side. I want
to say that the Labour party in the last
Parliament voted unanimously on all
important questions, they voted as one
man. The Labour party worked together,
they had a common object, and they
endeavoured by their united action to
achieve what both sections had in view,
although sitting on different sides of the
gangway. I can assure the Premier that
the Labour party of this Parliament, as
in the last Parliament, are entirely solid.
We are a united party, there is no
dissent, and we are prepared to work
together, and we are prepared to work
with any section of this House for the
common good of the country. I may, in
conclusion, say that I can endorse the
concluding sentence of the Address of
his Excellency the Governor, the hope
that the work of this session will materi-
ally advance the well-being of the State.
(General applause.)

THE PREMIER (Hion. Walter James):
It is difficult to ascertain with what
motive the leader of the Opposition
should have concluded his somewhat
rambling remarks about municipal
matters with the amendment, because
the Address-in-reply distinctly raised an
affirmative issue, and the hion. member
does not improve or alter the position,
by moving an amendment. Th'lere will
be the same result whether members
gc to a division on the Address-

in-reply which the Government place
before the House, as if members go to a
division on the amendment. In dealing
with the amendment of my friend the
leader of the Opposition, I can assure
him that I have been long enough in
Parliament to take particular care not to
be misled by any attempt to obscure
the real issue now before the Par-
liament of the country. Before I
deal with the remarks I have to
make on this issue, let me tender
to the member for Subiaeo my hearty
congratulations on his appointment as
leader of theT~abourparty. Whilst hewas
a member of the old Parliament he dis-
tinguished himself by his coolness, his
keen debating power, and the attention
which at -all times he showed to the work
before Parliament.

Ma. DAGLISH: We want an Attorney
General, you know.

Tan PREMIER: There is no need for
that. You can overcome that difficulty.
I also want to extend my congratulations
to the Labour party. Although they'
have come back with a number greater
than I succeeded in rescuing from the
wreck, I extend to the Labour party my
congratulations, because I realise that
they succeeded by their organisation, and
by their earnestness and enthusiasm,
which, had these been displayed by other
portions of the community, would I think
have given us if not better results so
far as the members of Parliament were
concerned, distinctly better results as
far as political life is concerned. 1 ant
particularly pleased to see returned to
Parliament so many members of the
Labour party of the last Parliament.
This shows that the labour electors,
and the Trades and Labour Council
who controlled the labour members
during last Parliament fully realised what
a difficult position those members haod to
fill. They came in as a comparatively
small body, introducing a new element
into the Assembly of the State. They
were watched with a good deal of sus-
picion and distrust,and it is to their credit,
their tact, and discrimination that at the
end of the Parliament other people
recognised that, whilst they could not
agree with the policy and views of the
Labour partv, the latter were men
who were sinerely anxious to serve
tbe best interests of the State. I was
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amused by the opening remarks of
the leader of the Opposition when he told
us that he would be brief. If the hon.
member intended to imply that be wished
to limit the discussion orthe Add ress-in-
reply, I will do my best to support him in
that dir'ectiou. on whatever side of the
House I may be. The ordinary discus-
sions on the Address-ia-reply are, in my
opinion, mostly waste of time. We
find in the Imperial Parliament the
discussion on the Address-in-reply is
not long because members recognise
that there is ample opportunity of dis-
cussing the various questions when the
Bills come before the Parliament. But
we are not to-day dealing with an ordinary
Aadress-in-reply, and the member for
Subiaeo knows that. It is no good
attempting to throw dust in the eyes of
members.

Hit, ]XGLISH: We can make it.
Tn PREMIER: You cannot make it,

and I refuse to allow you or any body else
to make it. Let us speak out straighti,
and vote straight on the question; We
know that throughout the length and
breadth of the country we ha~ve to face
the question to-dayr, in connection with
the debate, wheth~r the Government is
to remain in office or not, and the only
alternative Government is a Government
to be led by my friend the member for
Subiaco, unless in the meantime the
caucus changes its mind and elects some-
body else. When I heard the speech of
the member for Subiaco, I was astonished
at his endeavour to drag in municipal
matters so as to obscure the real issue.
I bad a right to expect, the country
had a right to expect, and the House
had the right to expect that in his
address he should give seine strong
grounds and reasons for the attac-k
made, throughiout the length and breadth
of the country, on the Government.
My friend sought to excuse the shortness
of his remarks by pointing to the late
date at which Parliament has met. Who
was responsible for tha? The hon.
member knows that the late passage of
the Electoral Bill made it impossibe for
the elections to be held earlier.

Ifn. flAOIsH: I did not accuse you of
that.

Tan PREMIER: It was Fadliamient
that was responsible for that; and that

party in Parliament which formed the
old " cave " and wasted so moach time in
idle discussion on the Redistribution of
Seats Bill really caused the delay.

MR. HOLMAN :You have a few of them
over there.

THE PREMI-ER: And you have a few
on your side. We happen to have the
leaders here, and you happen to have the
rank and file who were misled. When
the Electoral Bill became law tbe earliest
and most prompt steps were taken for the
purpose of preparing the rolls for the
elections to be held. The member for

*Subiaco said that we were doing now
what we ought to have done then, having
a personal canvass so as to prepare the
rolls. If time had been available that
would have been done. I candidly, admit
that if I knew so much delay would have
taken place from the time when the Bill
was passed until the general elections;
could have been held, I should have seen
if in the more populous areas a canvass
could have been made. But I was in
anticipation when I began the campaign
that we could have held our elections at
the end of May, otherwise I should not
'have been a party to unduly proloning

Ithat state of -unrest which a general
election creates. I admit in connection
with the recent elections there are matters
which cP0 for the earnest attention of the
House, and I hope as we proceed in the
session, at an early stage of our work, a
select committee will be appointed to in-

Iquire into the question of the preparation
of the rolls, the taking of postal votes,
the question of impersonation, and certain
matters surrounding not only the admin-
istration of the Act but the ~conduct of
the election. I admit, when the leader of
the Opposition talked about the abuse of
postal votes, that I was surprised that
he should have mentioned the nae61
of any postal officer. He should know
as well as I do, and I challengeIcontradiction, hthat there were com-
plaints on bohsides of the Rouse, and
on the part of all sorts of candidates

I-Government candidates, Independent
candidates, Opposition candidates, Labour
candidates--com plaints were coming from
all of theta unanimously, and for that
reasont I think it was in the last degree
inadvisable thabt one name should have
been. singled out by the hon. member as
that of a gentleman not fit to be appointed.

Addrese-in-reply: [2 Acausi, 1904.3
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MRs. DAuctisa: I was asked to mention
it.

Tan PREMIER:- It is absolutely in-
different to me whether you were asked
or not. As leader of the party you ought
not to be so entirely controlled by indi-
viduals. My desire in appointing postal
officers was to appoint as many men as I
could, and the Labour party should be
the last party to accuse me of any want
of sympathy with them in the appoint-
ments made, and they know it. I can
challenge any of them in anuy of their
contested elections to make a complaint
that the appointments of men authorised
to take postal votes were issued with any
bias to any party.

Ma. HENsHAW: The whole of the men
appointed in my district were taken from
the committees of my opponent, a Minis-
terial candidate.

Tni PREMIER: The hon. member
must know that the appointmeutsof pstal
officers are made on the recommendation
of the Chief Electoral Officer, who does
not know who are on the various com.-
mittees. The Minister does not know,
but there are instances in your party-if
you will inquire, you will find out-where
I heard complaint that men were

apited on oneside only. I took pa~r-
tclrcare to see that complaint should

be removed, and it would have been a, great
pleasure to act if I had heard the com-
plaint of my friend. There were, no
doubt, as the member for Collie points
out, mistakes made; but let me assure the
hon. member that complaints as to these
mistakes are just as strong by those who
think that ,some, men made themselves
mere canvassers for Labour candidates,
as that of the hen. member himself.
We cannot get away from the fact that
this postal vote system, a system which
we introduced for the purpose of
simplifying votes and encouraging people
to vote, has been abused. Inquiry should
be made into it, but I hope that as the
result of that inquiry, whilst we amend
the Act and give greater safeguards, and
greater precaution, the principle itself
will be maintained. When I come to the
indictment which was preferred by the
hon. member I find very little in it. I
have no hesitation in saying the country,
if called upon to judge between us on
that indictment, and that indictment only,

would overwhelmingly declare for the
Government. What is this accusation
brought against us by the leader of the
other party ? What are the charges
made, upon tIA strength of which he
asks the country, asks this House, to eject
the Government from office P He does
not remove the difficulty by saying 11I do
not want to eject them." As the result
Of this debate, either the Government will
be confirmed in office, or thrown from
office. I believe the country was looking
forward to a speech from the hon.
member giving full expression to the
views of the Labour party, indicating in
some way how the Government have
forfeited the confidence of the House and
the country, and upon what grounds they
would be justified in ousting us from
office. My friend referred to the fact
that a short time ago I appointed Mr.
Nanson as Minister for Works. I have
always claimed the right, and I always
shall claim the right whilst I am
Premier, to choose my own colleagues.
They are the men to'whom I have to
commit my political reputation, and
whether the Rouse approves or dis-
approves, or the country approves or
disapproves, I can confidently leave the
decision to that tribunal. But whatever
its decision may be, T claim the right to
hold my own opinion. I am not, whilst
I hold office, going to use any of myE rtfolios to buy votes or placate votes.

Oh," from Opposition benches.] I
am going to get the man in whom I
have personal confidence, and I am going
to do this when I choose, and I will do it
in the open view of the public. What
should I have done P rMEMBE.R: Sent
him for re-election.] He was sent
for re-election. What, I ask, should I
have done? Should I have gone to the
country with a vacant portfolio? Should
I have asked my friend the Colonial
Treasurer to continue to hold office until
a, general election, and then have a vacant
portfolio to dangle before the people P
Had I done so, the Labour p arty might
well have had a cause of complaint against
me; but I made the appointment before
the general election. I had to take upon
my shoulders, and my colleagues had to
take upon their shoulders, the burden of
responsibility.

MRs. TAYLOR: Why did you not make
the appointment last sessionP

[ASSEMBM3 Second day.
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TEEz PREMIER: It was understood
clearly enough last session that the
Colonial Treasurer, Mr. G-ardiner, would
hold office until after the sitting of the
State Treasurers in Melbourne. There
was no need to make the appointment
before that and until Mr. Hanson him-
self went away with the Colonial Trea-
surer, Mr. Gardiner, to attend the
conference in Melbourne, until a week or
two before that, no mention of the
appointment was made, and the question
was not settled. That perhaps will
answer the interjection of the member
for Mit. Margaret (Mr. Taylor).

MR. TAYLOR: NO.
THE PREMIER, He asked the ques-

tion, why was not Mr. Hanson appointed
last session? The answer is, as I told
him, because Mr. GJardiner had agreed to
hold office until the termination of the
Treasurers' Conference.

MR. TAYLOR: You knew that before
Parliament prorogued.

THEg PREMIER:- Knew what?
MR. TAYLOR; His intention. Why

did you not make the appointment?
THE. PREMIER:. It was mentioned

by the Press and you could not appoint
anyone until the vacancy arose. The
vacancy did not arise before the State
Treasurers' Conference, and that con.-
ference did not take place until February.
The House was not sitting in February.
I say I took an open position, which
the Labour party cannot object to. I do
not mind what they may think of the
personnel of my colleagues. My col-
leagues are responsible to their electors,
and going to them they 'were returned by
the electoArs, sad they have the right tocome
here and say they represent the electors.
I have a right to say that as all my
colleagues have been returned my action
has been aproved. But approved or not
approved, I exercise, and will exercise in
the future whilst I hold this position,
the undoubted right to choose my col-
leagues, submitting only to the will of
Parliament and the will of the people.
We have got away from the point. I
suppose the suggestion is that I should
have kept tbis vacant portfolio dangling
over the people whilst the election was
on1. We get awayv from that, and we
get to the question of paved dairies in
Subiaco, and the condemning of build-
ings in Perth. The hon, member knows

well enough that the question of amend-
ing the Hlealth Act has been under con-
sideration for some time. Thenicasurewas
drafted and almost ready to be introduced
last session. I do not know whether the
hon. member himself saw a draft of it.
A Bill has been introduced in the Legis-
lative Council dealing with tbat question;
dealing with it as I thought it should be
dealt with, by placing the power directly
under the control of one man, and not a
board. If the bon. member will suggest
that health matters should be controlled
by the State primarily, and not by health
bodies, I will agree with him.

MRs. DAGLISH: I Suggested that.
Tnx PREMIER- I think one has

had sufficient experience of the actions of
local boards of health in this State to
realise that there is one central indi-
vidual who always must control health
matters. Frequently one finds that local
inspectors are too much influenced
by the fact that the councillors who
appoint them are themselves the
owners of property. There is a Bill
already before Parliament, and it has
been read a first time, I think, by the
Council as a privilege Bill. If not, it
will be either to-day or to-morrow.
Then my friend refers again to the pay-
ment of damages in connection with the
action brought against Mr. Gregory. I
have spoken about that in this House, I
have spoken about it also on the public
platform, and I do not want to be indefi-
nitely re p ating myself. I have said it
was the auty of the Government to come
to the support of a Minister, if in the
honest discharge of his duty he had made
a mistake. The Minister thought lie was
serving the State. Danages were awarded
against him, -not because of any act he
did from which hp could possibly obtain
private gain. 'He gave to the Press
reasons which they bad a right to expect.
If I thought with the member for Mt.
Margaret, judging from an initerjection,
that the report was clearly actuated
by veanm, then I should have acted.
differently; but I want the hbon. member
to tak-e up this position, believing as I do
that it was by inadvertence unguarded
words were used by the man making that
report to the Press in connection with a
public matter.

MR. TAYLOR: It was on the report. It
was not on the spur of the moment.

Address-in-reply. [2 Auous-r, 1904.1
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Tax PREMIER: I know that, but I
can assure the hon. member, speaking as
a man with legal experience, that even
written reports and letters are found to
contan libellous statements.

MR. TAYLOR; He had anly amount Of
time to revise it before be handed it in.

THE PREMIER: My friend is entitled
to use these facts, if he calls them facts,
for the purpose of showing there was
persona) venom.

Ma. TAYLOR: I Will Show it.
THE PREMIER: I do not think you

can. You tried to show it at Menzies,
but you could not. My friend is entitled
to use th is, but I want him to put himself
in this position: If he believed there was
no pnivate venom, would he not have done
aa I did?

At 6-28, the SPEA.KER left the Chair.
At, 7-3O, Chair resumed.

THE PREMIER (continuing): When
the House adjourned I was speaking
of one of the counts of this indict-
ment laid against us by the leader
of the Opposition-that count in which
he dealt with the Gregory-flicks case;
and I was pointing out that the matter
had been discussed in the last Parliament
and had been placed before the electors
of the State; and that its being brought
up again to-day throws upon us some
obligation to deal for a. short time with
a, matter that I -should have thought waa
definitely settled. I was pointing out
that, believing as the Government did, that
the Minister for Mines was prompted in
the action he took by a single desire to dis-
charge his duty to the State, we supported
him, though it may have been that he.
used unguarded words which laid him
open to an action for libel. By the
interjection of the member for Mt. Mar-
garet (Mr. Taylor), one of the most
prominent members of the Labour party
-1 think one of their moving spirits-I
gathered that the bon, member would
accept that position, but that in his
opinion the action of the Minister was
due to personal pique or personal feeling;
and the hon. member pointed out that
the libel of which complaint was made
was in writing, and therefore deliberate,
andc that there had been opportunity for
revising that libel, which opportunity
had not been taken. But there again we

find another of these frequent instances
of the difference between that policy and
those principles which the Labour party
profess on the public platform or in
Parliament, and the policy and the prin-
ciples which they pursue and practise.
There wa recnty a case in the
Supreme Court of this State where
a charge of libel was laid against
a prominent trade unionist-a libel
written deliberately after full considera-
tion, published in the Press of this State,
held by a jury to be a libel, and in
connection with which damages were
awarded against that unionist. We have
there the samne elements that were referred
to here: a viitten libel, opportunity to
amend it, and no such opportunity taken.
And what do we find there? The Trades
and Labour Counacil or the representatives
of the trades and labour unions met
together, came to the conclusion that the
action of that nionist was in their
interests, and agreed that the unions
should find the money to pay the
damages and costs.

MR. DAGLIsH: Why did not the
Ministry do the same in this case?

MR. TAYLOR: And not make the
country pay for it ?

THE PREMIER:- In that case the
governing body of the unions recognised
their obligation to this individual. They
did not take the vote or every member
of each union; but as union representatives
they committed the unions to finding the
money which a. jury had awarded against
this libeller.

Mn. TAYLOR:- Are you sure?
Tni PREMIER: I can judge only by

the public Press ; though I candidly
admit there is such a wide difference
between your professions anad youtr actions
that there is a certain amiount of doubt
about the matter.

MR. DAGLIsH: Out of whose funds
was the money provided ?

TIRE PREMIER: The Minister is here
to represent the country. Who is it that
finds the funds unless it be the body of
men whom the Minister represents ? Am
I here less to represent the people of this
State because I am Premier, than you or
your trade unions delegates; are there to
represent your members ? What is the
differene? You stand there as officials
of a trade union to represent the members
of that union. I stand here-and you
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may stand here if caucus will allow you-
and you will then represent the people of
this State, who are its taxpayers.

MR. flAGLIss: We do represent them
already.

Tan SPEAKER: Order.!
Tax PR.EMIER: I wish to point out

that instance as one of many instances of
the difference between the principles we
hear preached on public platforms and in
Parliament, and those acted on by Labour
members when they come to apply their
principles to either their union life or
their private life, Then I thought we
had another count of this indictment,
deaing 'with the Audit Act. One has
very little indeed to say about that count.
I do not think it worth consideration.
The hon. member (Mr. Daglish) thinks
it is; and if I took up the position lie
took, and thought that the Government
should be ousted because we do not
look a~fter municipal fowl-yards down at
Subiaco, I should say that it would be a.
good count in an indictment of us that we
did not prefer the constitutional opinion
of an si-journalist on a question of con-
stitutional law. My friend is entitled to
the full benefit of that. If ho cares to
fill up his time by going round the country
interviewing all and sundry in order to
rake up some possible charge against the
Government., he is entitled to do so. It
is sufficient for us to say that if we were
addressing a, body of independent mem-
hers in this House, prepared to vote in
accordance with the dictates of reason,
there is not one man in this House, on
that (Opposition) side or this, who could
say that a ease had been made out
against the Government.

MR. TAYLOR: It will be made out
before the debate is finished.

THEs PREMIER:- Will be made out?
How many leaders are there in the caucus
party? Are you all leaders? Are we to
have a repetition in this House of what
we have seen before? A leader stands
up and makes a few observations; his
various lieutenants add to them; and if,
subsequently, one wishes to pin them to a
particular observation, ",Oh," they say,
"he is not the le-ader."

MR. TAYLOR:- You have two leaders on
your side.

Taxf PREMIER: If you have 22, they
arc all incompetent. I have the right, in
accordance with the ordinary courtesies of

debate, the ordinary rule and observance
applied where one party pit.9 itself against
another, to expect that the leader of that
party which is attacking the Government
should place before the House and the
country the grounds upon which that
attack is made.

Mn. DAGLIsH : The indictment is made
by the countr~y.

THE PREMIER: If the only indictment
made by the country is that made by the
member for Subiaco, God help this
country! If contentions like that and
statements like that are sufficient to
convince the electors to return hon.
members 'who sit on the front Opposition
bench, then I say they have proved
worthy of the electors.

Ma. TAYLOR: The Premier's past
actions have deserved it.

THiE PREMIER: By that statement
'we are to have this indictment, unfolded
by the member for Subiaco, added to by
speaker after speaker. That may be the
new method, to attack a member in the
first instance and, after he sits down, to
attack him on other items. It has not
been the custom to make a charge after
a man's mouth is closed. I do not know
whether the Labour party are going to
depart in. this instance from the ele-
nientstry rules of fair play. If it suits
them, after I sit down, to make farther
charges against the Government of which
I am the Premier, they are entitled to do
so by the rules of debate. Whether they
are entitled to do so by the rules of fair
piay is a question I submit to the people
of this country through the House. The
member for Suhiaco (Mr. Daglish)
strangely enough, when dealing with the
case of the present Minister for Works,
referred to some observations made by
that hon. member in Nov-ember of last
year, and took his view of the Govern-
ment then, and remarked that since that
time the Government had had no oppor-
tunity of committing auy other political
offen ce. I think those were the observa-
tions made by the hon. member. They
were to the best of my recollection.

MR. DAGL ISH: I did not quite catch
them.

THE PREMIER: I think the hon.
member, when he was quioting, some
observations from a speech by the present
Minister for Works uttered in November
of last year, referred to the Mlinister's
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view of the Government then, and said
that since that time the Government had
had no other opportunity of committing
any other political ofence Ithn
"Political offence" was the expression

made use of.-
MR. T)AoLxsN: I think that is the

sense of what I said.
THRE PREMIER: It is near enough.

Will the hon. member, or one of his many
co-leaders, when they deal with it at a
subsequent part of this debate, tell me
what item of this indictment urged by
the member for Subiaco was not com-
mitted before November last, with that
one exception P If in November last the
administration of this Government, the
policy of this Government, the action of
this Government, were so strong as to
justify the Labour party in supporting
the Government, what has been done
since to justify this opposition?

MnxiaEs: The Premier's own chal-
lenge.

MR. DAGLIsH:- The Government bad
to get certain laws through.

THE PREMIER: We may or may not
have had to get certain laws through. As
a matter of fact, in November last the
only impending law of any importance
was the Redistribution of Seats Bill.

MR. DAGLIsH: Yes; and the Electoral
Bill.

THE PREMIER: It was already
settled then; but one of the hon. mem-
ber's greatest charges is that, in the
Redistribution of Seats 13111 we neglected
our duty to the State. If that was so
when the Labour party supported the
Government in November. why did no>t
the Labour party oppose the Government
then? They might have put a mnodel
Government into power to carry out the
Redistribution of Seats Bill they wanted.

MR. W. D. JOHrNSON (Labour): The
Labour party were not as strong then.

THE PREMIER: Am I to understand
this from Kalgoorlie, that while seven
men were justified in supporting vicious
principles, they are not justified with 22
men P What has strength to do with it?
The Labour party count by noses. I do
not. If I had a party of seven, and I
thought the Government were wrong, I
would vote against them just as readily as
if I had a party of 22.

Mn. JoHtNSoN: You do many unwise
things.

THE PREMIER: Quite so. I never
knew the time when it was unwise to be
honest.

MR. HOLMzAN (Labour): You may find
it out some day.

THn PREMIER:- I may; but still
that is one of the risks I must run. I
expected that the member for Subiaco,

appern before this Parliament as the
leadr ofg the Labour party, which we
have heard so much about on public
platforms, more especially when nobody
else was about to contradict theiV, and
which we have beard so much about
when a few people get together and make
a noise to prevent their opponents from
speaking-I naturally thought that when
he came into this Parliament represent-
ing their views, he would tell us what
were the aims and aspirations of that
party, and to what extent those aims and
aspirations justify and demand that the
Labour party shall oust this Government
and take control of the reins of office. In
the Speech of the Governor'we point out
what has been done during the course of
the past three years. The lion. member,
with wise discretion, passed. that by.
"Advertising," said he. I say this, that if
af ter he and. his party have been three y ears
in office they can place before this State
an advertisement speaking so strongly as
to the material, moral, and social advance-
ment of the people as that Speech can,
the country will not have cause to regret
his having been in office. We placed it
in the Speech distinctly challenging those
who want thbis place (the Treaury bench)
to say what there is in our administra-
tion or in our policy that justifies
them in the action they have taken. We
are arguing now before the electors of
this State. Depend upon it, mnembers
may delude them for a6 moment by appeal-
ing to blind prejudice; htit the time will
come when they will excact from Labour
members, and from anybody else, an
account of their stewardship. Labour
members may smile now. Theyv have been
successful in the election by appealing to
that prejudice which has stood them in
such good stead; but they will have-to
appeal to the electors with a record
of work done, and the electors will see
how they can justify it. Long before
this election, anyone who studied Aus-
tralisan polities could see the trend of the
Labour party-a party brought into
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existence as a third party, with no desire
to attain office, but with one desire to see
their principles carried out, prepared not
only in Parliament but prepared in the
electorates to give their votes and support
to that man who adhered generally to
their principles, whether he belonged to
their party or not. That is the province
of a third party-to secure certain ends,
working independently, apart from those
ends. We can see, not only in this State
but throughout every State in Austra-lia,
that during the course of the last year or
two there has been a distinct change in
this party. 'From being a party abstain-
ing from power for the purpose of en-
forcing principles, they became a party
for the purpose of obtaining office.

MR. F. Couwoa (Independent): That
is not so.

THE PREMIER: I do not believe the
bon. member ever studied. politics or ay
thing else. I am expressing my opinion.

MR. F. CoNNon: And ITam expressing
mine.

THE PREMIER: Of course the hon.
member is, but his opinion has no value.
One could see that this party was now pre-
pared to oppose friend and foe alike. It
was a matter of indifference to them
whet her a man they were opposing was a
goad democrat, weher his principles
were sound or not. They said: 11If he
belongs to us, signs our p ledge, belongs
to our party, subject to selection we will
support him; unless he does that, we will
oppose him." It was obvious it was
becoming a question of either signing or
resigning, as recently pointed out in %
prominent speech. I could see this com-
ing plainly. I thought it my duty to
draw the attention of the electors of this
State to the main issue, which I thought
would prove to be the real issue of this
general election.

Mn. DAGLIsH: The results were unex-
pected.

THz PREMIER:- There was reason
to justify that view. Watehing the
trend of politics in the Eastern States I
knew what took place by that time. I
knew what bad taken place in this very
Parliament when, in July of last year,
the Labour party by a caucus decision
agreed to sit in direct Opposition to the
Government. It was Dot sufficient for
them then to say they bad in power
a Government of whose policy they

approved; it was not sufficient for them
throughout the whole of that session to
vote for every item of that policy.

MR. DAGLIsH : They did not.
Tas PREMIER: All the main items

of that policy. That was not sufficient,.
When they thought there was a chance of
gethting into direct Opposition they passed
this caucus decision to get there. Now,
if the action of any Government justifies
a team or justifies a body in getiUng into
direct Opposition, it equally justifies and
calls upon him to go into Opposition
direct or on the cross-benches. I never
yet have heard an explanation of what
happened. While the party were pre-

pared to go into direct Opposition, and sit
on the front Opposition bench, they were
not prepared to go and sit on the cross
Opposition benches, and from those cross-
benches oppose that Government which
they believed to be so entirely wrong
that they were anxious to oppose it from
the front Opposition benches. Of course
one could see through it plainly enough.
It was not a question of opposing the
Government. It was a question of taking
the first stop towards office.

Wit DioLIsa: Seven members!
TuxB PREMIER: The Government

could be opposed from that side
(Opposition cross, benches) as well as
from this (front Opposition benches)
side; but the latter side, of course,
is a short step to office. First,
second, then office. It did not satisfy
them; and so, if inembers will realise
that fact-that the party which bed
supported nearly every item on the
Government platform during the course
of that session, at the early part of that
session, when they had a policy placed
before them, that policy for which they
afterwards voted, passed a resolution that
they would go into direct Opposition.
Yet it is the party who passed that
resolution, and so behaved, who complain
that when I spoke at Bunbury I threw
down a challenge. Where is the chal-
lengeP What is the difference between
the party that says, "will stab you in
the back as soon as we can do it," and
my going to Bunbury and saying "If I
am to be stabbed, I will be stabbed on
the public platform." That is the idea.
I want this question settled on the public
platform.

Mn. fKlhoisH: So it has been.
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THE PREMIER: I expressed that
opinion at Bunbury, and I expressed it,
too, on every platform in the State where
I spoke.

MR. HOLMNw (Labour): And the
public replied.

Tnx PREMIER: Do you call yourself
the public ?

DR. ELLIS (Labour): A representative
thereof.

Tn r'REMIER: Then a very insig-
nificant representation.

DR. ELLIS: Better than yours.
THE PREMIER: I said it on every

public platform. I went into the camp
of the enemy to say it, and I have to
thank them in many instances for a.patient bearing. I wanted to convince
them that the position I hold, and
the views I hold, I an not afraid to
place before any electors in the State.
The position that arises in this State
after all is the position that arises in
every other portion of the Commonwealth.
A disregard of principle, a disregard of
services rendered, a mere desire to secure
adherents to their own party as a stepping
stone to office. I notice Mr. Deakin, in
a recent speech, deals with this matter,
and he says:

The party was being pushed too far, and one
of the keenest and saddest proofs of that was
to be found in the fact that members who had
sat side by side with the Labour members in
the State end Federal Houses, who had voted
for them on every division, and who were u,
bulwark of strength to the Labour party in the
House, went to the country with the Labour
pistol to their heads, and the demand to sign
or resign. No consideration was shown for
past friendship, past work, or services. They
must bow the knee entirely to the organisation.
Are not these observations abundantly
justified by experience in this State ?
There is no one in the State who has done
more for the party and their principles
than I have, and they cannot deny it.
They are regardless of that. What do
they care? Not for a man's past ser-
vices, not for the work be has done, but
whether he belongs to their Organisation
or not; and my experience, and the
experience of the Minister for Mines,
and the experience of the Minister
for Lands, adds local evidence and
colouring to the truth of these obser-
vations. I wanted at the general election
to emphasize what was the real issue. I
did not for a. moment expect complete

success. When you hear members on
the Opposition Side of the House taunting
me with the fact thatwe have not succeeded
at the first time of asking, have they
built up their Organisation by early and
continued success ? If they have built up
their Organisation to success after early
faiures, then it had to be fought with

eqa trength ad equal endurance
by tlhe! other electors who do not
agree with their views. I am not dis-
couraged because at the first time of ask-
ing the electors of the State have failed to
realise the position. They know ko-day
that what I spoke three months ago is
true. What do we find isj the position
to-day ? When we watch a general
election and hear the speeches made,
is not this thought impressed upon
us, that whilst there are in this
country a great number of electors who
believe in liberal principles and pro-
gressive legislation, who (to not come to
this new party as a fount of knowledge
in these things, who can point to the
acceptance of these principles long before
the party came into the House, there
is still no salvation for those who will
not sign? Was not the lesson coming
home to us of the growing intolerance
and the self-s uiiciency of the trades hall
party, that ever increasing subordina-
tion of principle to party and their
bitter attacks upon the personal in-
tegrity of most of their opponents?
These things have forced the electors
to realise that they must, in humble
submission, bow their knees before this
infallible organisation or fight for free-
dom; and depend upon it, that fight will
be made. Depend upon it, we will find
the maen in this State as in other States
who will not allow a, continuation of that
narrow-minded intolerance. We are
going to fight in public life, or on the
public platform, or the public field, as
fair-minded men appealing to a fair-
minded jury, and not a squared one. My
friends at once count noses. They readily
admit themselves that they have no
leader, each one is fully qualified to lead
the House and to occupy a Ministerial
poftfolio.

MR. TAYLOR: &O are yours.
THE PREMIER: They are, no doubt

It is due to this, that there has not
been that full discussion that there
ought to be on the public platform
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and in the Press of the State. Year
after year goes by, and we find this
Organisation always telling the Same
story, always preaching the same tale.

MR, TAYLOR: They are consistent.
THE PREMIER: Yes; hut man can

be consistent just as much in error as
in the right. I found. it out a soon
as I saw the new methods of the
Labour party. They exemplify it. Not
only that, but we often hear com-
plaints, about the want of fairness
from the metropolitan Press. You
hear them after a victory say they have
beaten the Press, this Press which they
say does not give them fair play. Will
they tell me of any of their Labour news-
papers that give a report at all to any
speech by those opposed to them.

DR, ELLIS: They are not worth
reporting.

THE PREMIER- That is what the
Perth Press said about the Labour
speakers, and you felt hart. Again, I say
we hear from the party the talk of such
high principles, but we never see them
carried out in practice. For instance, in
the Governor's Speech we desired to place
before the electors what has been accom-
plished. To a certain extent we are
placing before them our case. I am pre-
pared to assert, without the least hesita-
tion, that no one Labour newspaper in the
State will have a report, even a condensed
report, of that Speech. If they did not
report a Labour member's speeches they
gave paragraphs on their observations.
I have never seen in any of the Labour
newspapers any consideration shown to-
wards anyone else but the Labour
iewbers.

MR. HOLMAN: You ought to give them
a bit of the Government advertising.
The printing of the rolls, for instance.

Tan PREMIER:- That might have
been done if it would have made the war
fair. What I want to point out to the
party who complained so much of want
of consideration, is that they never give
aay consideration to the other side. In
allthe Labour newspapers we find mis-
representation and suppression, so that no
one can come to a conclusion as to what
was intended.

Ma. DAGLISH: What newspapers do
you refer to ?

Tn PREMI1ER: The West Australian
Worker and the Democrat.

MR. DAGLISH: - The Democrat never
had a speech in it.

THE PREMIER: It has very full para-
graphs from speeches. The fact is, we
want every centre of the territory, if we
possibly can, to have a coontest on these
various occasions, to have both aides of the
issue placed before the electors. We are
handicapped, I admit, from the fact that
very rarely we can find men who can
afford to live on the ]Parliamentary salary,
who can put forward the views which
we believe ought to be car-ried. You
cannot in all cases therefore have a
contest; but judging from experience
of past elections I should like to
see that contest raised, because I
candidly admit, although we have
been defeated, I am astonished to see
so good a record put up in places
where the Labour part has had its sway
uncontradicted so long. During the
election the Governmqent placed before
the country a policy which is progressive.
Do members deny thatP

Mn. DAGLISH; You took it from us,
THE: PREMIER: It is a bold policy-

that we believe in the future of the State;
that we believe the future of West Aus-
tralia needs the development of its
material resources, and the safeguarding
of the social and domestic well-being of
the people. We placed that policy before
the electors, believing in the saving
commonsense of the electors, and we
believe so still. We are not so craven-
hearted, because for the moment we
may appear to suffer defeat, that we
lose our faith in the principles that
will far outlive the life of this and other
Parliaments. We believe in it entirely.
Our position duriing the election as a body
Of progressive men was to place before
the electors a progressive policy, and in
doing that we come into opposition with
the extremists on the one side and the
other. That is the position the Liberal
party has to face throughout Australia
altogether. That position -was pointed out
in a speech by Mr. Deakin. Where he
referred to the Liberal party I have made
a slight change and made the Liberal
party the Government. Mr. Deakin
said:-

The Government party stood between the
two sides, avoiding the falsehood of extremes.
It was exposed not only to attacks from one
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quarter, but to attacks from both -from those
who moved too fast and from those who moved
too slowly. Both found the Government party
an obstacle. because it stood for practical and
practicable progressive legislation.

I think the elector very frequently over-
looks that which is practical and that
which is practicable. I cannot use a
better term in referring to it than in
quoting the words which I believe camne
from the member for Rannans. We over-
look the word "practicable"; we ignore
the fact that history proves that man is a
slow scholar and that the task of winning
the whole earth is one of the most diffi-
cult undertakings, and perhaps after a.l1
the work of the practical reformer does
more to make possible the ultimate realis-
ation of the ideal future-mar I add to
thiat, than the most high-sounding
promises of the noisy demagogue.
I admit until these theories have been
brought to the test of practice, until those
who make these promises have had a
chance of carrying them into effective
execution, they have always that cffte-
tire cry, when they go on the public
platform and say how they are going to
re-model the world, whether, by single-
tax, socialism, or Labour party, when
they get a chance. I wanted in the elec-
tions to impress upon electors what the
real question was, what the Labour party
knew it to be, what they determined as
far as they possibly could to make it, but
what too many of us who, although pro-

gressve, do not belong to the Labour
pry, failed to realise. What after all1

is the result of this election? A body of
men, mark you, organised, working to-
gether, standing shoulder to shoulder,
and taking particular care that they
claim the full credit for every piece of
liberal legislation passed in this country
for the last three years; a body of men
who with one or two exceptions never
gave any credit at all to the Government
for what had been done; who prove by
their speeches and their actions that the
expression of gratitude was an expression
that the party did not understand the
meaning of-you had this organisation
fighting against the disorganised forces
of the other side. What, after all, is the
result? Twenty-two Labour men, 18
Mfinisterialists, and 10 others.

Ma. DA&GLISE:; You have " nobbled"
some of the others, have you not P

THE PREMIER: When one hears
these lofty sentiments, these appeals to
the great'voice of the people, of the mem-
ber for Subiaco, these observations about
bow lamentably the Government have
failed, one would think the Government
had come back with a party of six and
the Labour party with 22. But after all
their attack, after all their organisation,
after all the difficulties we had to face in
bringing a direct issue for the first time
before the electors, they come with a
majority over us of four.

MR. D.&ousu: Thirty-sir thousand
majority against you.

THRE PREMIER:- I will deal with
that presently. All your figures are
inaccurate. I will prove them to be inac-
curate.

MR. DAGLISHI: You admitted them.
THE PREMIER : I did not. I want

to put this case before the 'House; it is
for them. to decide. The Labour party
came back with 22. 1 say the other
members of this Rouse were not returned
as Labour men. Take the Labour party
and their 22. In the contested elec-
torates. th~ere were 28,727 votes cast.
I am carrying out thin calculation on the
assumption of no other votes than those
cast. It is distinctly a calculation in
favour of the Labour party, because they
polled within 10 or 15 per cent, of their
full strength, . whereas the others never
do. [Mani~n: Question?] Ilam putting
that before the House.

N. HOLMAN:- To suit yourself.
THE PREMIER: I say the Labour

party as a, rule poll within 10 or 15 per
cent: of their full strength.

Mu. BATH:- What grounds have you
for making that assertion?

THE PREMIER: The metropolitan
area. You do not know, because you
were not opposed. Take 28,000 votes
for contested Labour seats. If you take the
average of votes cast, say in Men zies,
Boulder, and Kalgoorlie, you will find
the votes cast were about 60 per cent.
of the names on the roll; not more
than that. The percentage of votes not
recorded of the names on the roll was
from 40 to 44 per cent. in those three
electorates.

fn. MORAN (Independent): It is a. very
high percentage.

Tnn PREMIER: I am talking the
names on the roll because we know there
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are various duplications. I want to point
out that the rolls were inflated, so that
when you come to deal with the uncon-
tested returns you have a fair test, and in
the uncontested returns there were 15,900
names on the roll.

MR. DAoiIsn: You have omitted Mt.
Margaret, the same as the West Angtralian
did. The number should be 20,707.

THE PREMIER: I may have made
that mistake. In those uncontested seats
I will deal with my figures first.

ME. DASLISH: But they are wrong.
THE PREMIER But may I deal

with my figures first? Dealing with
the figures which I have, in these
uncontested electorates there are about
16,000 names on the roll. if 40
per cent. of that number be deducted, the
balance is 9,500, which represents what
we assume to be the voting strength of
these electorates. That and 28,000 votes
recorded give roughly about 38,000 votes
for Labour. If you take others, that is out-
side the Labour party, because my conten-
tion is that the real issue is between the
Labour party and the other members of the
House and other members of the corn-
niunity-

MR. MoRANx: They supported you.
We will make our own estimate.

THE PREMIER: We will take the
other members of the House. The
number of votes in the contested elec-
torates was 37,000, and the number of the
electors in the uncontested electorates,
adopting the same red uction of 40) per
cent., gives 3,000. The member for
Subiaeo suggests that I have overlooked
one electorate.

MR. DACLISH: I think you have
neglected to take that 40 per cent. off
the 4,700.

THs PREMIER: In uncontested elec-
torates 4,800 on the roll. I treat
that as 3,000 effective votes. That
gives a total of 38,000 votes cast for
the Labour members, and over 40,000
cast for those opposed to the Labour
members. If it should be, as the hon.
member points out, that I overlooked
Mt. Margaret, that would give on the
same basis about 3,000 votes, which makes
the number for the Labour members
41,000 and the number for the others
40.000, thus giving a thousand votes in
favour of Labour. But bear in mind
that, as I have previously pointed out, in

this calculation I am giving the Labour
party credit for every vote in uncontested
seats, I am giving them credit for every
available vote in a voting strength of
9,500, whereas I can only get the heneft
of a voting strength of 8,000. If the
Labour party will contend that in these
various electorates where there was no
contest every single individual who would
have voted would have voted one way
and one way only, then they can say
they are entitled to 9,500. I can only
point out such has not been the ex-
perience in any electorate. I say as-
suming that all those 9,000 voters in
the uncontested electorates would have
voted for the Labour party and no one
else, the difference is only 1,000.

ME. TAYLOR! YOU have proved that
the 22 electorates represent more electors
than 28.

THE PREMIER: I am taking one
point at a time. I am glad to see I have
made that point. I have referred to
these figures, and I said I would refer to
them for the purpose of placing before
the country what is the real issue, the
voting strength as between the two
parties, Labour on one side and the other
members of the House on the other side.
I am giving by that calculation credit to
the Labour party for 9,000 solid votes in
those uncontested seats. [Interjection
by Mr. Daglish.] I am dealing con-
sistently right through on the one plank.
It is a straight issue between the Labour
party and the other portions of this
State, and the hon. member knows it,
but he will not face it.

MR. DAGLISH: You said another thing
at the election.

THE PREMIER: I did not.
ME. DAGLIsH: You said it was between

the Government and the Labour party,
and there was no room for an Opposi-
tionist.

THE PREMIER: Am I to under-
stand that the member for Subiaco (Mr.
Daglish) and the Labour party are work-
ing for a coalitionP

MR. DAGLISH: No; I am simply
calling attention to the point that you
raised.

THE PREMIER: I think it would be
just as well if the hon. memberlooked after
his own party, and left the other party to
look after itself. For tbe present I want
to deal with the Labour party, as I say
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the issue is clear throughout this State,
and the hon. member knows it. I am
quite satisfied with the election. We
have had an election, and after all it does
not matter so much for the present pur-
pose what may be the number of votes
behind each member. We are here to-day
for the purpose of settling as far as we
possibly can some method by which
stable government can be obtained, and
the affairs of the State carried on. I
wanted to give these figures as to voting
strength for the purpose of pointing out
to my lion. friends Tliat they have not so
very much to talk about after it is all
done. They have not so very much to
crow over the Government about after
you once examine the figures. They got
every seat they could, and obtained one
or two they ought not to have got. They
ought to be very thankful for that. Had
those of us who disagreed with the Labour
party been able to unite our forces, the
resut would I have no doubt have been
slightly different; but I do not expect,
as I said previously, that you could
work a combination at once with a
body of men who for years have not
been subject to Organisation, and I am
quite satisfied with the results attained.
When we realise the difficulties that
have had to be fought, and the years
of patient effort the Tjabou r party them-
selves have had to use before they
could perfect their organisation, and when
we compare the results with the number
of votes recorded, the comparison is by
no means discouraging to those of us who
disagree with the methods and the tactics
of the Labour party. But while that
may be a matter which affects the election,
we are here to carry on the affairs of the
country; and in the Speech we wished to
bring that issue directly before members.
I did not for one moment desire any
word I used to be offensive either to the
Opposition or to the Independent mein-
bere. I wished to point out as honestly
as I could what was the real issue: that,
as the House was divided into three
parties, there was need for the House to
make up its mind to support some one
of those three parties, so as to enable
Government to be carried on. Now is
not that the issue we have to face to-day ?
We have three parties: not one of them
unaided can carry on the affairs of the
State. Which one is to do itF We do

not wish to take up the position that
because we for the time being occupy
office we should be allowed to carry on for
that reason alone. If at the general
election the Labour p arty had been
returned with an absolte majority of
the House, our course would have been

smlour duty clear. But as the
Labor party were returned with only 22
members and we with 18, the balance of
power being held by the remaining
members, there was a need, not only
in our interests, not only in the in-
terests of the Labour party, but in the
interests of good government also, that
some early step should be taken to place
before members the real issue, so that
they could make up their minds to sup-
port either one side or other. No matter
which side we support-the direct Oppo-
sition, the Government, or the Thdepen-
dents-we must make up our minds to
support some party, and to give them a
majority strong enough to carry on the
affairs of the State. We have to decide
that to-day in the circumstances which
face us. We need not concern ourselves
so much as to who won the elections or
what number of votes was recorded.
We are here now as members of
Parliament, to try as reasonable men
to devise some means by which His
Majesty's Government can be carried
on; and I should have thought the mem-
ber for Subiaco, would have welcomed the
action taken by the Government in their
determination to bring this question to
such an issue that there should be a
majority on one side or other. Now what
does the decision mean? I submit -and
I hope the Independent members will not
think I am personally offensive or politi-
cally offensive to them-I think they will
agree with me that the issue is: You
have to support either the Government or
the Labour party. Is not that the issue,
the real issue before the House, just as I
believe it to be the real issue before the
country? And I did my utmost to
explain to the electors, to impress upon
the electors, that this was the real deter-
mining question upon which they should
make up their minds when casting their
votes.

MR. MOn4N: The question just now is
non-support or support of the Govern-
ment: beyond that, nothing.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: Chaos.
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THE PREMIER: Well, I hope no
member will take up that stand. In the
division on this amendment members
should make up their minds to commit
themselves to one side or other. I do not
say to commit themselves indefinitely. I
should nio more ask that than woula the
member for Subiaco. But the question
each should ask himself is, What is the
best means of carrying on the Govern-
ment for the present, allowing the future
to take care of itself? I do urge that
there should be no attempt at all to intro-
duce an element of uncertainty that may
result in a want of stability-a. want
which all of us would deplore. I would
myself a hundred times rather sit on the
Opposition benches, and give my aid to
the Labour party to carry on stable
government, than see a condition of affairs
comparable to a see-saw depending upon
the votes of one or two men. I do not
believe in that; and I can assure the
Opposition that if they come into power
they can rely upon it that I ilnot
encourage that style of dealing in this
House. Above and beyond all parties
on this side or that side of the House is
the duty we owe to the State; a duty
which must be discharged regardless of
any individual consequences. Parliament
represents the State, and 'we must dis-
charge our duty to those whom we
represent. That being the issue, I hoped
that the leader of the Opposition would
have placed before us more fully the real
grounds of his indictment, so that having
heard them I could have answered them.
I think the bon. member himself will
admit that the man who for the time
being holds office as Premier is entitled
to have charges made against him- [MR.
DAGLirsH: No]-harges which be may
have an opportunity of answering before
being ousted from office.

IM i. DAGLIBX: My speech was not an
indictment, but simply a proposal to
remove from the Governor's Speech that
expression of confidence.

TnE PREMIER: I do not want to
quibble.

MR. D~aLISu: YOU Want to put it in
your own way.

TnuE PREMXIER: I do not want to
put it in my own way. I want to put it
that way which represents the real facts;
the way in which the fighting members of
your party would put it if they had their

choice; the way in which the State will
put it. I am not willing to hold office on
sufferance. Do not worry about that. I
am quite clear on that point.

Mn. DAGLisH: The matter has been
settled by the country.

TwE PREMIER:"The hon. member,
with his adroitness-for I will say he is
adroit--knows she weakness of his case;
but he looks forward to the time when lie
will have an independent body of electors
to address. Ile knows he cannot formu-
late charges against the Government to
justify his putting them out. I chal
lenged his party on public platforms
before the elections, throughout the
length and breadth of this State.

MR. HOLMAN: And you know the
result.

THE PREMIER: I challenged his
party on various platforms in this State
.to tell us what were the charges and
accusations they brought against us; to
tell us what was the indictment they
brought against the Government with
regard to our past administration or the
policy which we placed before the country.
And I say without hesitation that the
challenge was never taken up.

DR. ELLIS: Was it not?
MR. TAYLOR: -You were defeated.
Tan PREMIER:. You may hatvedefeated

us; but the point I want to make is that
if men are not defeated on charges made
and proved, they must be defeated on
blind prejudice. [LABOUR ManunERE:
No. no.] The member for Subiaco,
realise s the true issue. He is one of the
most adroit parliamentarians inthe Hfouse;
and if he hadl those good, charges, that
good indictment, of which one hears
rumours depend upon it the hon.
member would have been the first to
bring them out; and that he did not
bring them out shows they are uot in his
possession. Of course he could not
formulate his charges. How could lieP
The position is so clear-

MR. DAGLIsH:- A perfect Government.
THE PREMIER: Our administration

in the past has been largely carried on
by the aid of our friends opposite
(Labour party). if we have made mnis-
takes, they arc as responsible as we. are.
If the legislation we have passed is
wrong, they as much as we are respon-
sible; and they realise that difficulty.
They in November of last yea approved
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of the policy of the Government as a
whole; and from that time onward what
has taken place to justify this changeP
Take our past policy. The member for
Brown Hill (Mr. Bath) will, no doubt,
when he addresses the House, point out
that the Labour party have no cause of
complaint as to our legislation in the
past; and I challenge any member in
Opposition to look at to the most importanit
Acts on the statute-book in this State,
and he will find that those Acts were
passed during the last three years.
I challenge them to mention the names
of those Acts which they believe to be
the most valuable; and I will guarantee
that these Acts were passed during the
liast three years, and were the results of
the work of the Government they are now
opposing. Of course they cannot chal-
lenge us, they cannot attack us; and the
member for Subiaco, wise in his day and
generation, knows it.

Ma. BATH (Labour): But you lapsed
from the paths of political virtue.

THE PREMIER: I always thought
the labour party attacked. openly, and
not by way of interjection. We have
lapsed from virtue! How have we lapsed
from virtue ?

MR. BATH: We will let you know
later on.

Tni PREMIER: I ask, how have we
lapsed? and the hon. member says he
will let us know later on. Why should
I not be told now, when I have a chance
of replying P

Mn. BATH3: ZI cannot speak now.
THE PREMIER: You and your party

are all one and the same-all caucus.
None of you apparently dare make a
speech of which the caucus has not
approved.

Ma. TAYLOR (Labour): You will not
say that when I have finished.

THE SPEAKER: It would be better for
the Premier to address the Chair.

THE PREMIER: It may he that on
the completion of the speech of the memi-
bher for Mit. Margaret I shall think the
caneus has not approved of it. I can
thoroughly understand that. I have many
strong objections to the caucus govern-
ing the Labour party; but I hope I
shall never have so low an opinion of that
cau1cus as to think it approves of every-
thing said by the hon. member. There
are some things of which honest men can-

not approve. We are told by interjection
that we have lapsed from virtue since
passing the legislation to which I have
referred. This in itself shows that, at all
events up to that stage, wve are justified in
demanding the confidence and the support
of every progressive elector in this State.
How have we lapsed? We can have
lapsed i n only one way ; th at is by a want
of freedom, by a want of democracy, by a
want of progressiveness in the policy we
have placed before the electors.

ME. BATH: That is right.
THE PREMIER:- By interjection the

mem ber for Brown Hill says that is rig ht.
Why did he not, during the election
campaign, come to the metropolitan area
an d tell us that? The only objection we
heard of in the metropolitan area, the
only objection reported in any portion of
the Press, was this: "1The policy of the
Government is so perfectly good that they
have stolen it from the Labour party."
Where then have we failed ? Where
have we strayed from the paths of
political virtue, if the only objection
which our opponents can urge against
our policy is that it is part of theirs P

MR. DAGLISE : That is th e objection of
your supporters.

THE PREMIER: And one of the
Labour candidates said. indeed that we
had taken their best planks. But as afact,
the only points of disagreement between
our policies-there was disagreement
on administration-were questions of
immigration and the public works policy.

Mn. BATHa: And loan policy.
THE PREMIER: Public works policy.
Up. BATH : Loan policy, land taxation,

and old age. pensions.
Tnn PREMIER: I say, without fear

of contradiction and without hesitation,
that no party in power for the next three
years will succeed in placing on the
statute-book a greater number of reforms
than those indicated by the policy of the
Government. It is idle for members to
go before their electors with two or three
dozen kinds of reform, and think they
can carry them out in the course (if a
single Parliament. As the member for
Hannans (Mr. Nelson) will point out,
we must above all things be practical ;
we must move slowly; and the member
for Hannans will be the last to
say that the Labour party's policy will
be placed upon the statute-book in one
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Parliament. How much more can the
Labour party place upon that book than
we can? They do differ from us, I
admit, on public works policy and immi-
gration policy. On the others we do not
really differ. I do not want to say much
on a public works policy. This State
cannot progress unless we are prepared
to extend railway facilities and various
public works in various parts of the
State. We have lived on it in the past,
and made a success of it in the past. In
this State of enormous distances we must
have railway communication. We cannot
open up our land, mineral and agricul-
tural, unless we have these facilities.

Mn. MORAN: That is the reason why
the hon. member always opposed these
proposals when they were made by Sir
John Forrest.

THE PREMIER: I did not.
MR. MORAN: You and your party.
THE PREMIER: The hon. member

now says "party."
31R. MORAN: Yes; the hon. member's

party.
THE PREMIER: The member for

West Perth has madle a statement that
this was the meason why I always opposed
these proposals. Then be said " my
party." I only opposed one public work
of Sir John Forrest's.

ME. F. CONaN (Independent): The
hon. member poured cold water on all of
them.

TEE PREMIER: I supported strongly
all the others. All his railways I strongly
supported. I opposed only one public
work. I openly came to the direct

O2position benches on the question of
feeain, and not on a question of

public works. The statement that our
party opposed public works is absolutely
inaccurate. I want to check these inac-
curacies that are so frequently made. I
make the statement; the bion, member
can search Hansenrd and find if it is
correct. We have to settle our lands,
and we have enormous agricultural
resources to open in the South-West.
We have an increasing flow of population
into the State, but nothing like what it
ought to be; and if we are to properly
develop our agricultural resources, we
must induce people to take up agricul-
ture here. It is idle to think that, if we
have a number of unemployed, we can
settle the question by ceasing to carry on

public works, and ceasing to attract
population. Mfy own opinion is that,
with in reasonable limits, the more people
we have, if we have a vigorous land
policy so as to settle them on the soil,
the more employment there is and general
prosperity. Our best chance to buildup
a prosperous State is to push on, as far
as we can, every work that will add to
its material prosperity. I do not wantto
stop there. Ever since I have been in
the House I have said that, while we
move forward with material prosperity,
then is the time to look after the social
and mental advancement of the people of
the State. I have proved that in our
educational policy, and in various other
ways. While I have been Premier, and
long before I was, I have shown how
much I have appreciated the obligation
not to be so much wrapped up in
material prosperity, but to see if we
could not build up the mental and
moral character of our people. We
cannot develop the resources of this State
unless we have a vigorous policy of
land settlement, coupled with the policy
of immigration of agricultural people.
This is the only way to develop our South-
West territory, and that South-West
territory is one of the most valuable assets
this State has as yet untapped. These,
after all, axe the main issues between us.
I say we must borrow money to a certain
extent. [LABOuR, MnmnE: Out of
revenue.] We cannot build all these
public works out of revenue. The member
for West Perth will support me when I
say that we do out of revenue to-day a far
greater number of works than any other
State. We do out of revenue a far greater
number of works, in the construction of
public works and other items, than any
other State. We cannot do it all out of
revenue. People will say we can do it
with a system of increased taxation.
Even then we cannot do it. We cannot
get a yield from an income or a6 land
tax that will materially increase our
spending power for the purpose of public
works. It cannot be done. The money
is not available. One can see that this
cry is put forward by men who say,
,,This will be a good excuse to tax the
other fellow, and we are going to do it
-we say we want public works, and I am
going to tax the man who has more
income or who owns more land than
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I do." It is taxing the other man all
the time.

MR. DiotISm: Who says tbisP
THE PREMIER: The Labour party.

I will give one instance alone. The
Labour party suggest an income tax with
an exemption at .£200. That is exactly
the amount the member for Subiaco
draws. It will be -S1,200 later on. That
is all I submit-it is simply brought
forward as an excuse, or as some justifi-
cation, for increased taxation; but in-
creased taxation in this State on land
and income will not give us, after payFing
the cost of collection, a large enough
amount to be appreciable.

MR. DAGLISH: We have never advo-
cated such taxation for public works.

Tnm PREMIER: The Labour party
advocate building public works out of
revenue. The taxation goes to revenue.
What is the difference?

MR. DAGLISH: We have never adavo-
cated. land taxation and income taxation
for public works. Where is the conten-
tionP It is not in our platform.

Twa PREMIER: The member for
Brown Hill will tell you. It has been
mentioned on more than one platform
that the Labour party are opposed to
farther public borrowing. If so, what
public works policy can be put forward?
Absolutely none. What have we? We
have these advanced theories, which (and
the member for Hannans will endorse my
observations) are not all practical. We
must judge a policy not merely by the
enumeration o its virtues, but by what
we can do in the three years available for
doing it. The Government have been in
power for three years, a continuation of
the Leako Government. I said before,
and I say now, that mistakes were made.
There is only one party inside Parliament
that is infallible, and it is on the
front bench opposite. The Government
do not claim infallibility. We admit
mistakes; but, notwithstanding these, we
can point to a record of public works, a
record of administration, and say, "That
is a record of which we need not be
ashamed; nor need the men who support
us." We say to the Labour party who
oppose us: " What axe the grounds Of
your indictment? What have we done
to forfeit the confidence of this countryP
Tell us, whether you say it on the public
platform or to-night." We have heard

the indictment from the member for
Subiaco, who for the time being leads
that party. He tells us where we failed.

Mn. MORNi: There is no indictment
that I can see.

MR. DAGLISH: There is no indictment
at all.

THE PREMIER: We have it from
the member for Subiaco.

Mn. J)AGLISH : There is a 37,000
majority against you.

THE PREMIER: I am very glad at
last the member for Subiaco is so
ashamed of the indictment he put for-
ward when he was making casual
observations on municipal matters, and
now says " There is no indictment." He
says the whole question is settled by
the number of votes; and in counting
up the number of votes, he has some
thousands of duplications and dead-
heads, and is counting them as part of a
majority of 37,000. 1 thought the bon.
member was returned by live men and
not by dead ones ?

Mn. D&GLisH: I am talking of the
Government party.

Tnz PREMIER: I am sorry indeed
that my friend, in his remarks, did not
give me something to whichf to reply. I
know tbe position clearly enough, and I
think I have been emphatic enough
during the course of the last general
election. This issue is between the
Labour party, bound hand-and-foot by
caucus-

MR. BATH: Nonsense. The Premier
has said that before.

Tsn PREMI1ER : It is a question
Ibetween the Labour party, bound hand-
and-foot by caucus, who, during the
course of the last two days, have held
several caucuses on various details-[Ma.
HOLMjAN (Labour): No" "bird-lime "]-
who hold a caucus on every question,
and who come to-night bound by the
rules and organisations of caucus, for
not one member of that party dares
express his own opinion; and a party on
the other side who, while agreeing in
general principles, does not expect any
one of its supporters to give blind adher-
ence to every item of its platform.
The Government know just as well as
Labour members know that there is not
one of the Labour party who, speakingIhis individual opinion, would support

Ievery one of the planks of its platform.
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Labour members know it. Let them be
honest!1

MR. TAYLOR (LAbour): Who is the
hon. member's informant P

Tau PREMIER: One picks up this
information by casual observanice. I
know every one of the Labour members.
Against the Labour party are a body of
men wvho place before the, country a
progressive policy. We hear too frequently
these insinuations about honest govern-
ment. We heard to-night from the
member for Subiaco about the honest
Government that was to come. Does he
say that this Government has been
dishonest ?

Mu. DAGLIni: Yes.
THE PREMIERL: He is a coward.

Why aid he not make the charge on a.
public platform when he stood thereF

MRt. D&amLISE: So I did.
THE PREMIER: In what way P
MR. DAGLIsH: In regard to the Minister

for Works. I said that the Government
and he were absolutely dishonest. I
accused them of political prostitution, and
I repeat it.

THE PREMI ER: That is not the mean-
ing of the word "1dishonest " as used by

MR.hJ ttGLIBEH: It is bribery.
Tau PREMIER: flat is a quibble.

The hon. member knows all he intends to
convey. It is not that, and not one of
the Labour members dares make that
statement, although there are these
insinuations. I can say this about the
Government: we have been honest
and clean-handed. Mty friend refers to
the appointment of the Minister for
Works. The Minister for Works was
appointed in the presence of the public,
before the general election, when we could
take upon our shoulders all the burden
one way or another. Could aman do more,
thathat? Would the hon. mnember want
me to wait until after the election to do it?
That is what he apparently would have
done with his party. We took upon our
shoulders the responsibility, and I will
take upon me to do it again, if
I am Premier of this House. We can
go out of office with clean hands,
despite those accusations against thepersonal honour of every member of
the Cabinet, made by the Labour Press
and one or two Labour members. We
can go out with clean hands. We have

in our hands an amount of patronage
that no other Ministry has left to its suc-
cessors. There are the Agent Generalship
and various other appointments available,
which we said before the elections we
would not fill until after the new Parlia-
went had been elected. Tell me an in-
stance of another Government in Aus-
tralia that has done this. We, in all
these inatters, are prepared to accept the
decision of the people first, and next the
decision of Parliament. The attacks
made against my polities, my adminis-
tration, and my legislation I can expect in
the ordinary political battle; but I cannot
stand the accusations against my personal
honour, or the personal honour of my
colleagues. Whatever other faults 1 ave,
I have been dlean in my administration,
as my successors will find out. The
Government come before the House with
no intriguing; we come back here with
18 supporters, and with our supporters
we can go into Opposition. We had the
chance of intriguing. We would have,
none of it. It is for the Rouse to
decide on one side or the other.
No Government ever held, when attacked,
a stronger position than we hold to-day.
With a past record which our opponents
cannot challenge, which indeed some of
them have aided us to make, and with a
policy with which they agree, they, oppose
us now, not on principle but as partisans;
not as men anxious to enforce a policy
of which we are opponents, but as men

aspring to office which we now fill. The
Government seek office only at the will

of the electors; the Government have
refused all intrigues, held out no pro-
mises. We are not ashamed of our past
or of ou r policy. Our record will remain
indelibly engraven in the material ad-
vancement and social well-being of the
State. The Government ask for the
support of those who honestly believe
that under the circumstances which exist
that support is deserved, We will bear
no ill-will to those who, thinking differ-
ently, vote against us. The Government
leave office or stay in office, resolute in
our determination to keep faith with the
electors; to work for them whether in
power or in Opposition; and in either
position to show that no elector who
voted for the Government will have cause
to regret the vote cast on the 28th June
last. We stand for the State; we are
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loyal servants of the peopie; but we can
hold office on no terms other than those
that will allow us as honourable. men to
honourabily discharge our trust to the
people. (General applause.)

MR. W. NELSON (Hanns~ns): I can
assure' you, Mr. Speaker, that I rise
with considerable timidity to venture
some reply to the exceedingly able and
eloquent speech to which we have just
been privileed to listen. It is my
intention othe present occasion to be
brief for two reasons, first because the
real point at issue, I take it, is whether
or not the present Administration shall
continue, a question of so exceedingly
simple a nature that it ought not, I think,
to unduly detain the House; and secondly
because I naturally desire to maintain
untarnished that reputation for brevity
of speech which I have so long enjoyed.
I desire at the very outset to approach
the subject of the Government with that
feeling of reverence and veneration
generally accorded, anti I think rightly
accorded, to the dying and the dead, for
rightly or wrongly, wisely or otherwisely,
the daatb sentence 'has undoubtedly been
pronounced on the present Government.

Tnr Puimn: Why not give themea
trial.

DR. ELLIS (Labour): You have bad
three years.

MR. NEL[SON:- I will explain that by
and by. I say that the power which in
democratic countries wakes and unmakes
all Governments has decreed, in my
opinion, that the James Goverment
must die. We are really here to take
part in a sort of funeral ceremony. The
Premier, whether he likes it or not-and
on the whole I think he rather likes it-
is attending his own funeral. It is only
fair to add that he seems to meet his fate
with considerable courage and equanimity,
and goes to his doom with as much
cheerfulness as the member for Brown
HI (Mr. Bath) lately went to his wedding.
The Premier has entirely misunder-
stood, if he will permit me to say so, the
real issue before the House. I think it
will be generally admitted that, adiii.
tratively and legislatively, the James
Government have been undoubtedly an
improvement on the Governments that
have here gone before them; and I
believe it may justly be claimed that
the James Government have passed better

laws and have administered the law
already in operation with greater purit '
and impartiality. The Government ar
going to their doom, not because the peopi
think they, are hopelessly bad, but, right],
or wrongly, because the people desir
something better. bnother words-and b
this I am expressing a sentiment whicl
has been general throughout the country-
the present Government were condemne4
only in an indirect way. There has beei
growing throughout the word-not on],
throughout this country, but throughoti
the world-a desire for something bettez
and rather than any particular objectioi
to the James Government, this has resulte
in their indirect defeat. The Prenrie
entirely misunderstands the issue whei
he imagines that because of his especi
wickedness he has been defeated. As
matter of fact, the same party which hay,
caused the defeat of the James Govern
ment here have caused similar defeats b
similar Governmet righ throughon
Australia; andacodingly 1 think th
Premier makes a serious blunder in tak
ing the recent election as specially a vot
of censure on himself. In the course o
his speech the Premier declared that h
had a right to expect to bear why th,
James Government had been attackei
throughout the country. Speaking per
sonally, I never took the trouble to attaci
the James Government. Mly especis
care was to advocate the principles ii
which I believe. If the James Govern
went had been absolutely putre in thol
administration. if they had been abso
lutely spotless, that wVould not in th
slgighest degree have prevented thei
downfalil. Again, the Premier put th,
question, on what other grounds the O ppo
sition asks the House t6 force the Gov
erment from office. I say it is precise]
because the people have pronouncei
aga~inst the Government in. the indirec
way to which I refer. For exampki
Brutus declared that he killed Cwesa
not because he did not love Omear, bu
because he loved Rome more. I belier
the people of this country-I acecept th
the figures as practically conclusiv
on both sides-in an indirect wa-
have defeated the Government.
believe the people have condemned th,
James Government, not so much becaus
they did not like the Government, bn
because they had greater faith in som
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other body, with mare correct principles,
and that body was going to embody
its principles into law. In another
part of the Fremier's speech he tried to
accuse the labour party-the party on
this side of the House-of having
altered our policy. He pointed out that
originally the Labour party came here
pledged to certain definite principles, and
that they were quite willing to accept any
fair instalment of these principles from
the Government in power; they were
quite prepared to give an indirect sup-
port to the Government so far as that
support resulted in the establishment of
the measures which the Labour party
desired to carry into law. The Premier
said there had been a departure from
that principle in the attitude taken by
the leader of the Opposition to-day.,
claim that no departure has taken place
from the principles originally acted on
by the Labour party. I claim that there
has been no inconsistency:- our conduct
to-day is not different from our conduct
of yesterday. It is because events have
transpired which justify an alteration of
our position. For example, we have been
returned by an undoubted maj )rity of
the electors of the country; the result of
the elections has been that we stand in
this House numbering 22 members, that
the Government have a much smaller
number; therefore if the public verdict
means anyth ing ait all, it means a mandate
to us to take upon ourselves the respon-
sibility of carrying those principles which
we advocated on the public platform into
effect. We have not changed our
position. We are holding to the prin-
ciples we have held all along. If the
James Government were prepared to
adopt the platform on which we were
elected, if they were prepared to accept as
their policy for the next three years the
platform of the Labour party-a plat-
form which b~y no means is revolutionary.
but which in some form or other is
actually embodied in law in some part of
the British Empire-I say that if the
James. Government were to adopt that
platform and come to the House with that
policy, so litle is our desire to, enter
office, and so great is our desire to carry out
the principles we were sent here to carry
ant , that Ihaveno hesitation in affirmiing
%hat the leader of the Opposition, instead
of moving what is practically a vote of

no-confidence, would on the other hand
have been endorsing and advocating to
the best of his ability the continuation of
that Government in office. I submit,
therefore, that there is no inconsistency in
our attitude, that we are here to do the
best we can to carry out the principles to
which we are pledged. Seeing that when
we were a comparatively insignificant
minority, when the best thing under the
circumstances to get our principles em-
bodied in law was to give a kind of
independent support to the James Govern-
ment, we did so; not out of any love for
the James Government but purely and
entirely because we desired to carry our
principles into law. So on the present
occasion we practically vote a want of
confidence in the James Government, not
because we do not like them, not because
we particularly hate them, but because
we believe now as we believed all along
that our primary duty is not to be bound
to any Government or any party, but to do
our utmost to carry into law the principles
to which we are pledged. In the course
of an exceedingly able speech the Premier
declared ove1 and over again, practically
by implication rather than directly; that
we had been making an attack uponD him,
that in short the recent elections were in
some way or other a great reflection on
his own personal character and on the
character of his Government. I say that
is not so- It is quite true that the leader
of the Opposition in hiii short speech did
touch somiewhat lightly on some defects
in the administration. I qute adnit
that he did so, but I ho~d that the
cardinal ponto his criticism and the
ultimate justfication of his action was
that the country has clearly and con-
clusively declared by the returns that
have been handed in, declared by a con-
siderable majority-

THE PREMIER: No.
Mn. NELSON: I know that the

Premnier has made an attempt to show
that the majority is not large, in fact
hardly exists;i but he only does that by
taking to himself the credit, or rath~er by
claiming on his side, the votes that have
been cast for Independents. I hold that
according to his own basis the statement
is abs~olutely, unjustified. I quite admit
we have 110 right to these votes, and we
do not clam them. The right way to
look at the figurei is to leavre the In-
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dependents out altogether. They stand
by themselves. They are neither subject
to the Labour party nor are they subject
to the James Government, and the James
party have -no more right to claim those
votes than we have. Keep them out,
and what is the result? 'The result is
that, on the clear' issue which the Premier
declared the country should decide, that
is between Labour and the Government,
the country has decided by a. considerable
ma~jority in favour of Labour. And my
opinion is that it ought not to be neces-
sary for this party to take up the position
it is now taking up, I think the Premier
would better consult his own dignity and
would show a greater -fidelity to the
principles of constitutionalism in which
he believes, if, instead of waiting for a,
vote of want of confidence by this Cham-
ber, he came to this House and said,
"Gentlemen, the country has declared,

rightly or wrongly, that it does not want
me; the country has given a, verdict
against me; and although I think that
verdict unfair anid unjust, nevertheless I
will bow to it until by my subsequent
conduct I have succeeded inr altering that
verdict." In the course of a very able
speech the Premier was good enough to
occasionallycite my own opinions, to quote
them as bearing some authority. I trust
that on this matter, ats in other matters,
he will a~lso pay somne heed to my advice
and gravely reconsider whether th time
has not arrived to ignominiously haul
down the flag and unconditionally capitta-
late. I have no sympathy with a great
deal that has been said by the Premier tn
reference to the lack of freedom. which
prevails on this side of the House. It
is quite true that we have caucus meet-
ings.

MRt. JoHzsoN (Labour):- The Govern-
ment had one the other day.

Turn PEnmm: There was a vast differ-
ence, though.

Masmnn:& There were not so many
there.

*n. NELSON: It is quite true we
think it is a wise and proper thing for
members of a party to consult togetherin some. sensible waybfrNoigt
this House ; but I utteryi t o under,-
stand in what way the Labour party, in
any of its methods during the election or
subsequent to the election, have done any-

thing inconsistent with rational huma
liberty. For example, we were told durin
the Premnier's speech to-night that w
were bound by the unions, and that w
were bound by the caucus. What reall
takes place when a, general election
going on with regard to the Labon
partyP What do we do? First of a:
a&number of Labour people, rightly c
wrongly, have arrived at certain cot
elusions, which conclusions we call
Labour platform. We join together i
organisation. for the purpose of advocatin
that platform; to try and convince othe
men that it is a, wise and just platforn
caculated to promote the well-being c
the State. Will anyone dare to say the
it is a violation of h uman. liberty for me
believing in certain principles to bin
themselves in order to advocate thei
opinions? I think not; therefore, sofa
as regards joining organisations with th
chief end of propaating opinions, 4
cannot be said that we do anything t
violate human liberty. Subsequenl,
when the election comes round we find
is a good, reasonable, and wise thin1
that prior to the election we Should mak
a selection as to the candidate most likel
to serve us in the Legislature, and t
result is that we have what is called
Labour ballot. The Labour ballot, in mn
opinion, with all its defects is an uT
doubted attempt to apply to the selectio
of a candidate the same democrati
principles as are applied in the nlt
mate election of a candidate. What d
we doP We do not, as has bee
constantly urged, even confine the selei
tion to unionists. Every man who agrc(
with our platform, whether he be a
employer or a worker, whether he t
rich or poor, every man who agrees wit
our platform and is willing to join ot
organisation receives from us a heart
welcome. When that organisation
formed ultimately, and when in time
selection has to be made, every mcmlxi
in that organisation has an equal nigl
to vote. The class to which ho belonE
and the particular trade which he follov
are matters into which we do not inquinE
and when that selection is ultimate]
made, the candidate selected receives tE
support, the endorsement, the sympath:
and the aid of all his fellows in t0
organisation. I ask, is there any violi
tion of liberty there ? It is almiost a
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impertinence to say so, ad surely it is
right that men who agree to a certain
opinion can bind themselves togetber to
advocate that opinion, and the members
of a given orgauissation have a perfect
right to select a representative of that
organisation to he put forward for selec-
tion or otherwise. It should never be
forgotten, but apparently it is forgotten,
that ultimately the Labour candidate
has, like every other candidate, to submit
himself to the test of the electors. Ulti-
mately in the longrun that man lias to
come forward, and when be is finally
returned to this House he is returned, not
by the votes of this organiation or that
organisation, not by the votes of this
union and that union, but by the votes of
the whole of the electors in the con-
stituency for which he is stading.
Surely, therefore, it is utterly beside the
point, it is grossly illogical and grossly
unfair to contend that so long as the
Labour party act in that way they are
guilty of any violation of the rational
'iberties which should be exercised by
wise men. Again, it is said that when
ye come to the caucus we violate liberty
n some, way. In what way? 1, have
iaid on the public platform, and I repeat
t here, that I am pledged to absolutely
tothing but the platform on which

secured my election I -represent
be electors of Hannans on that pbnt-
orm, and nothing else. It is quite true
hat when I enter into that caucus there
.re many matters of detail which may
e brought up, and it is quite true
hat I have a perfect right, which all
%tional men exercise in fact, to help to
scure by a small sacrifice of individual
berty that unity of action which is
ecesssary to ultimate success. For
xaw ple, if in the caucus meeting there is
question whether we should put one

ieasure before another, whether we
ould even elect a Speaker, if in a

Latter of that kind any individual
tember feels it is a question which
Light not to find vent in cauicus, that it
a question to which he is not pledged,

ie caucus extends to that person an
isolute right to exercise his own judg-
aent. I submit, therefore, there is no
.olation of liberty.
Tn Punnnu: What about the case
Mr. Fowler and the Common Rule

auseF

Mn. NELSON:. Let me give a simple
example to the Premier, iu order that he
will understand that not only do we
maintain our liberty, but on some ques-
tions, possibly on all questions, we secure
to each member a larger measure of
liberty than used to be enjoyed by those
belonging to the old party. Take for
instance the great fiscal issue. We had
over and over again in the Federal Parlia-
ment samples. of a freedom such as is
never enjoyed by the older parties. The
Labour party recognised the wisdom of
allowing absolute freedom on that ques-
tion, with the result that when the
division took Elce in the Federal Parlia-
mnentwe saw abou r men on one side and
Labour men on the other; showing that
they recognised that even on an important
and fundamental question such as that it
was wise to permit liberty in order to
secure solidarity. Whereas we find that
members of the other parties in that
Parliament practically mnade the fiscal
question a supreme issue; and the
Readite or the Deakinite who, while that
great issue was being discussed, had
seceded from the party majority would
in all probability have been condemned
and ostracised. I therefore hold that the
charges of the Premier in reference to
our lacking liberty and freedom of action
are utterly unfounded and unjust, and
that we enjoy, and I believe will. continue
to enjoy, that necessary measure of liberty
requisite to the successful performance of
the great duties we have been called on to
undertake in this House. Just a word or
two more. The Premier declared that
this was a6 straight issue between Labour
and the party outside Labour.

THaE FaimiE n: Between Labour and
progress.

MW& NELSON: In my opinion there
is survely no antithesis between Labour
and progress. As a fact, whether the
Premier borrowed his policy from the
Lab our party or whether we borrowed
Our policy from the Premier-whichever
view we take of that-during the last
three ycars there has been such a funda,.
mental agreement between the Premier
and the Labour party as to the policy of
this country, that I fail to perceive why he
should view with the indignation which
be has evidently lately developed the
party whom I now re~present. It is
really not at all a question of the
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Premier's being attacked by us. Practi-
caly the Premier says, " Why not allow
us to carry on as we have been doing"?P

THE: Pasausa: I did not ear that.
Mn. NELSON: The leader of the

Opposition has declared that in his
opinion the Government of the country
should be transferred to other hands,
and the Premier practically objects to
such transfer.

THE: Fnxzsn: The leader of the
Opposition did not say that. He sad
that the Government ought to carry on.

Xa. NELSON: So far as I under-
stand it, the leader of the Opposition
said, and expresses his opinion in his
amendment, that the time has come when
the James Government should cease to
govern this country; and the James
Government are amazed at the result,
and practically say, "1Why should we
not go on" ? My reply is, " Why
should you not stop" P I admit that
the leader of the Opposition is an
interested party. Very likely he wants
to be Premier. The remier also is an
interested party. Very likely be desires
to continue in his high position. There-
fore let us leave them both out, and go
to the power that is higher than both,
and what does that power say? The
people of this country, by a majority
clear and decisive, have declared that the
James Government are! not wanted, that
another Government must have a trial;
and whether or not the Premier likes
that, I think it is his duty to be true to
that democracy which he professes, and
to bow with becoming grace to the
verdict of the people. I wish also to
emphasise once more that it does not
follow that because the people of this
country prefer a Labour Government,
they have any special objection to the
James Government. Let me give an
example. Only the other day the
member for Brown Hill (Mr. Bath)
took unto himself a, wife. Now in that
act of taking unto himself one woman
he did not reject all other women: he
merely manifested a preference, and I
believe an absolutely justifiable prefer-
ence, for the happy woman on whom he
bestowed his affections. And so, in
precisely the same way, the recent elec-
tions did not blame James, did not con-
demn him ; in fact, to tell the honest
truth-and I must apologise for having

to se,7 it-I never referred to the Pi
inier in the course oftmy election speech(
and I believe the same may be said
other Labour members. So that just
it would be very wrong for all oth
women in the world to go to the inemb
for Brown Hill and say "1Why did y(
reject me ?" so it is in my opinion equal
wrong and foolish for the Premier to r
gard. the recent victory of the Lahoi
party as in any speci al sense a rejeeti(
of himself or of his Government. On ti
contrary, as I hinted before, the gre
movement which the Labour party ha'
the honour to represent is as wide:
civilisation itself. It is growing ever
where, not only in Australia but in Eni
land, not only in England but in Americ
not only in America hut throughout t]
whole civilised world. There has grov
up a new party, with new aspirations, ne
ideals, new hopes; and the old parties a
confronted with a power which never co
fronted themn before. In the old da
Liberalism was very largely a form
Government by which the great workir
classes used their power to hoist t]
higher orders into political positions. I
older countries like England there a
two great historic parties, the Libere
and Conservatives. The Liberals, gene
ally representing the great inanufactuxii
interests of England, used to say to t1
working people, "1Send us to Parliame:
and we will save you." The Tories sa,
to the people, "Never mind thoseLiberal
we are the peo~ie to save you; send 1
to Parliament.' And generation aft
generation the people tried first one par
and then the other. They put t]
Liberals in power, and the Libera
somehow did not succeed in savii
them, They then tried the Tories, wil
the same unfailing result. 'They tri
the Liberals again, and there was utt
failure; until there grew up in the hear
of the workers the feeling that the Tori
could not save them, and the Libera
could not save them that if they were
be saved at all they m~ust save themselv
with their own hands and their own heari
Now I submit that is the weaning of C1
great Labour movement we are here
this House to represent. It means
especial condemnation of the Premi(
Personally I wish to say that I ad mire I
ability and his courage, and am tn
grateful for the splendid work he h
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done. I wish to say right here-I have
said it on public plaiforms to my electors,
and I say it in absolute sincerity-that I
trust the time is coming and I believe it is
when there will no longer be a. war between
classes; that the time is coming when the
men who are workers, whether workers by

h dor by brain, will unie gain st' he

prsonally rgret and deplorethfatht
the Premier and those who are with him
have not seen their way to be more frank
and more courageous in the expression of
their democracy. When George Leake, I
think about two years ago, delivered his
policy speech, I remember deploring the
fact that it was too moderate, that it did
not find a sufficient echo in the hearts of
the people. I believe that the policy of
the p resent Premier also is too moderate.
I believe that if James diesi this 'week he
'will have killed himself. I believe, in
absolute Sincerity, that the Labour party
have no desire for office. I do not think
thatthe mem berfor~ubiaco (Mr. Daglish),
I do not think that the member for Cool-
gardie (Dr. Ellis), 1 do not think that
o-ne member of the Labour party desires
to hold office. That was the most ungene-
rous and most unkindly statement made
to-night by the Premier-made, I believe,
with a lack of that sincerity which gener-
ally characteriaes his statements -when
he insinuated that the new attitude of the
labour party resulted entirely from a
desire for office. I believe that is
absolutely unfair, and without a shadow
of justification. I can assure the House
that the Labour party recognises its
manif old imperfections; it recognises
how difficult it is for inexperienced men
to takre upon themselves the high respon-
sibility of the Government of a country
like this; and I can assure the House that
had it not been for the action taken by
the Premier-an action which I hold does
hiva credit-the attitude we haive adopted
to-night would. never have been adopted.
Before sitting down, I cordially re-echo
the more generous sentiments of the
speech just delivered by the Premier.
One thing has impressed me in coming
into this House, and in conversation with
many of my colleagues I find it 'has
impressed them, namely that in spite of
honest sud fuadarnenial differences of

oMinion, there exists, and I believe there
w I continue to exist, that personal

friendship and personal courtesy among
members which, after all, lends to Parlia-
mentary life a sweetness it would not
otherwise possess. I believe that feeling
will continue. I believe in fair fighting.
I think the Premier made to-night a
fighting speech; and I believe that his
bold and courageous front, his fine asser-
tion of what he believed to be his rights
and dignity, will commend itself to no
section of this House more than to the
section sitting on tbis (Opposition) side.
We ourselves are fighters. We have
come to this House to fight for great
principles. We recognise Lhat we have
men of great capacity, and I believe of
equal integrity, on the Government side
of the House; and I believe that the
ultimate result of discussions in this
Chamber, and even of this discussion in
which we are now engaged, 'whether it
ends in the defeat of the Government or
in their continuing to hold office, what-
ever the result may be I believe it will
be found that the members of the
Opposition, as well as those on the other
side, recognise the great responsibility
'which they have to discharge, recognise
that we owe great and far-reaching duties
to those that have sent us here; and we
shall do our utmost, not only by what 'we
do but also by what we forbear to do, to
uphold the honour and dignity of this
Assembly.

On motion by DR. ELLIE; (Labour),
debate adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.

THE PREMIER: In moving " That
the House do now adjourn," 'we shall
mneet to-morrow at 3,30 o'clock; and I
hope, as there seem to be about 45 orators
in the House, members will take care to
have their speeches ready, so that we can
bring this debate to a close as soon as
possible.

The House adjourned accordingly at
12 minutes to 10 o'clock, until the next
day.
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